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Data races are a real problem for parallel software, yet hard to detect. Sound predictive analysis observes
a program execution and detects data races that exist in some other, unobserved execution. However, exist-
ing predictive analyses miss races because they do not scale to full program executions or do not precisely
incorporate data and control dependence.
This paper introduces two novel, sound predictive approaches that incorporate data and control depen-
dence and handle full program executions. An evaluation using real, large Java programs shows that these
approaches detect more data races than the closest related approaches, thus advancing the state of the art in
sound predictive race detection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the rise in parallel software, data races represent a growing hazard. Programs with data races
written in shared-memory languages including Java and C++ have weak or undefined semantics,
as a result of assuming data race freedom for performance reasons [Adve and Boehm 2010; Boehm
and Adve 2008; Manson et al. 2005]. Data races are culprits in real software failures, resulting in
substantial financial losses and even harm to humans [Boehm 2011; Burnim et al. 2011; Cao et al.
2016; Flanagan and Freund 2010a; Kasikci et al. 2012, 2015; Leveson and Turner 1993; Lu et al. 2008;
Narayanasamy et al. 2007; PCWorld 2012; Sen 2008; U.S.–Canada Power System Outage Task Force
2004; Zhivich and Cunningham 2009].
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Writing scalable, data-race-free code is challenging, as is detecting data races, which occur non-
deterministically depending on shared-memory interleavings and program inputs and environ-
ments. The most common approach for dealing with data races is to detect them during in-house
testing using dynamic happens-before (HB) analysis [Elmas et al. 2007; Flanagan and Freund 2009;
Intel Corporation 2016; Pozniansky and Schuster 2007; Serebryany and Iskhodzhanov 2009; Sere-
bryany et al. 2012], which detects conflicting accesses (two memory accesses, at least one of which
is a write, to the same variable by different threads) unordered by the HB partial order [Lamport
1978]. However, HB analysis misses data races when accesses could race in some other execution
but are ordered by critical sections on the same lock in the observed execution.
A promising alternative to HB analysis is sound predictive analysis, which detects additional
predictable data races from an observed execution [Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2014; Huang
and Rajagopalan 2016; Kini et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2016; Pavlogiannis 2019; Roemer et al. 2018; Said
et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al. 2013; Smaragdakis et al. 2012]; an analysis is sound if it detects no
false races (Section 2). Some predictive analyses rely on generating and solving SMT constraints,
so in practice they cannot scale to full program executions and instead analyze bounded windows
of execution, missing races between accesses that do not execute close together [Chen et al. 2008;
Huang et al. 2014; Huang and Rajagopalan 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Said et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al.
2013] (Section 8). In contrast, unbounded predictive analyses avoid this limitation by detecting
races based on computing a partial order weaker than HB, using analyses with linear running time
in the length of the trace [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]. However, these partial-order-based
analyses miss predictable races because they do not incorporate precise notions of data and control
dependence. More precisely, existing predictive partial orders do not encode the precise conditions
for reordering memory accesses to expose a race: The reordering can change the last writer of
a memory read (data dependence) if the read in turn cannot affect whether the racing accesses
execute (control dependence). Encoding data and control dependence precisely in a partial order
is fundamentally challenging (Section 2).
Contributions. This paper designs and evaluates new predictive analyses, making the following
contributions:
• Apartial order called strong-dependently-precedes (SDP) that improves over the highest-coverage
sound partial order fromprior work [Kini et al. 2017] by incorporating data dependencemore
precisely (Section 4).
• A proof that SDP is sound, i.e., detects no false races (Section 4.2).
• A partial order called weak-dependently-precedes (WDP) that improves over the previous
highest-coverage partial order from prior work [Roemer et al. 2018] by incorporating data
and control dependence precisely (Section 4).
• A proof thatWDP is complete (sometimes calledmaximal [Huang et al. 2014; Şerbănuţă et al.
2013]), detecting all races knowable from an observed execution (Section 4.2).
• Dynamic analyses that compute SDP and WDP and detect SDP- and WDP-races (Section 5).
• An algorithm for filtering out WDP-races that are false races, by extending prior work’s
vindication algorithm [Roemer et al. 2018], yielding an overall sound approach (Section 6).
• An implementation and evaluation of SDP andWDP analyses andWDP-race vindication on
benchmarked versions of real, large Java programs (Section 7). The evaluation shows that
the analyses find predictable races missed by the closest related approaches [Huang et al.
2014; Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018].
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2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Recent partial-order-based predictive analyses can scale to full program executions, enabling de-
tection of predictable races that are millions of executed operations apart [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer
et al. 2018]. However, these partial orders are fundamentally limited and miss predictable races, as
this section explains. First, we introduce formalisms used throughout the paper.
2.1 Execution Model
An execution trace tr is a sequence of events, ordered by the total order <tr , that represents a mul-
tithreaded execution without loss of generality, corresponding to a linearization of a sequentially
consistent (SC) execution.1 We assume every event in tr is a unique object (e.g., has a unique iden-
tifier), making it possible to identify the same event e across other, predicted traces. Each event
has two attributes: (1) an identifier for the thread that executed the operation; and (2) an operation,
which is one of wr(x), rd(x), acq(m), rel(m), or br, where x is a program memory location andm is
a program lock. (Later we consider how to extend analyses to handle lock-free accesses and Java
volatile / C++ atomic accesses.) An execution trace must bewell formed: a thread may only acquire
an unheld lock and may only release a lock it has acquired.
Each br (branch) event b represents an executed conditional operation—such as a conditional
jump, polymorphic call, or array element access—that may be dependent on some prior read
event(s) by the same thread. We assume a helper function brDepsOn(b, r ) exists that returns true
if the value read by read event r may affect b’s outcome. An implementation could use static
dependence analysis to identify reads on which a branch is data dependent. For simplicity, the
paper’s examples assume brDepsOn(b, r ) always returns true, i.e., every branch is assumed depen-
dent on preceding reads by the same thread. Our implementation and evaluation make the same
assumption, as explained later. This assumption limits the capability of predictive analysis to pre-
dict different executions; in other words, it limits the number of knowable data races from a single
execution.
Three example traces are shown in Figures 1(b), 1(c), and 1(e), in which top-to-bottom order
represents trace order, and column placement denotes an event’s executing thread. We discuss
these examples in detail later.
Two read or write events to the same variable are conflicting, notated e ≍ e ′, if the events are
executed by different threads and at least one is a write.
Program-order (PO) is a partial order that orders events in the same thread: e ≺PO e ′ if e <tr e ′
and the events are executed by the same thread.
The function CS(e) returns the set of events in the critical section started or ended by acquire or
release event e , including the bounding acquire and release events. R(a) returns the release event
ending the critical section started by acquire event a, and A(r ) returns the acquire event starting
the critical section ended by release event r . The function lockset(e) returns the set of locks held
at a read or write event e by its executing thread.
2.2 Predictable Traces and Predictable Races
By observing one execution of a program, it is possible to predict data races in both the observed
execution and some other executions of the program. The information present in the observed
execution implies the existence of other, different executions, called predictable traces. To define
what traces can be predicted from an observed trace, we first define several relevant concepts.
1Although programs with data races may violate SC [Adve and Boehm 2010; Boehm and Adve 2008; Dolan et al. 2018;
Manson et al. 2005], dynamic race detection analyses (including ours) add synchronization instrumentation before accesses,
generally ensuring SC.
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int z = 0, y = 0; Object m = new Object();
new Thread(() −> { synchronized (m) {
int t = z ;
y = 1;
} }) . start () ;
new Thread(() −> { synchronized (m) {
z = 1;
x = 1;
} }) . start () ;
new Thread(() −> { synchronized (m) {
int t = x ;
if ( t == 0) return;
}
int t = y;
} }) . start () ;
(a) Java code that could lead to the ex-
ecutions in (b) and (c).
Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(m)
rd(z)
wr(y)
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(z)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
br
rel(m)
rd(y)
(b) Execution with a pre-
dictable race
Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(m)
wr(z)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
br
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(z)
wr(y)
rd(y)
(c) Predictable trace of (b)
int z = 0, y = 0; Object m = new Object();
new Thread(() −> { synchronized (m) {
int t = z ;
if (t == 0)
y = 1;
} }) . start () ;
new Thread(() −> { synchronized (m) {
z = 1;
x = 1;
} }) . start () ;
new Thread(() −> { synchronized (m) {
int t = x ;
if ( t == 0) return;
}
int t = y;
} }) . start () ;
(d) Java code that could lead to the execution in (e).
Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(m)
rd(z)
br
wr(y)
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(z)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
br
rel(m)
rd(y)
(e) Execution with no predictable race
Fig. 1. Two code examples, with potential executions they could lead to. The execution in (b) has a predictable
race, as demonstrated by the predictable trace in (c). The execution in (e) has no predictable race.
Definition 2.1 (Last writer). Given a trace tr , let lastwr tr (r ) for a read event r be the last write
event before r in tr that accesses the same variable as r , or ∅ if no such event exists.
To ensure that a predictable trace is feasible, each read in a predictable trace must have the same
last writer as in the observed trace—with one exception: a read can have a different last writer if
the read cannot take the execution down a different control-flow path than the observed execution.
An example of such a read is Thread 1’s rd(z) event in Figure 1(c). Next, we introduce a concept
that helps in identifying reads whose last writer must be preserved in a predictable trace.
Definition 2.2 (Causal events). Given a trace tr , set of events S, and event e , let causal(tr , S, e) be
a function that returns true if at least one of the following properties holds, and false otherwise.
• e is a read, and there exists a branch event b such that b ∈ S ∧ e ≺PO b ∧ brDepsOn(b, e).
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• e is a write, and there exists a read event e ′ such that e ′ ∈ S ∧ e = lastwr tr (e ′).
• e is a read, and there exists a write event e ′ such that e ′ ∈ S ∧ e ≺PO e ′ (e and e ′ may access
different variables).
Intuitively, causal(tr , S, e) tells us whether an event e could have affected some event e ′ in S
directly. For example, causal(tr , S, e) if read e may affect a branch event in S; if e writes a variable
later read by an event in S; or if e reads a value that may affect a later write by the same thread in
S (even if the read and write are to different variables, to account for intra-thread data flow).
We can now define a predictable trace of an observed trace, which is a trace that is definitely a
feasible execution of the program, given the existence of the observed execution.
Definition 2.3 (Predictable trace). An execution trace tr ′ is a predictable trace of trace tr if tr ′
contains only events in tr (i.e., ∀e : e ∈ tr ′ =⇒ e ∈ tr) and all of the following rules hold:
Program order (PO) rule: For any events e1 and e2, if e1 ≺PO e2, then e1 <tr′ e2 ∨ e2 < tr
′.
Last writer (LW) rule: For every read event e such that causal(tr , tr ′, e), lastwr tr′(e) = lastwr tr (e).
(In this context, tr ′ means the set of events in the trace tr ′.)
Lock semantics (LS) rule: For acquire events e1 and e2 on the same lock, if e1 <tr′ e2 then e1 <tr′
R(e1) <tr′ e2.
The PO and LW rules ensure key properties from tr also hold in tr ′, while the LS rule ensures
that tr ′ is well formed. The intuition behind the LW rule is that any read that may (directly or
indirectly) affect the control flow of the program must have the same last writer in predictable
trace tr ′ as in observed trace tr .
Note that throughout the paper, partial ordering notation such as e ≺ e ′ refers to the order of e
and e ′ in the observed trace tr (not a predictable trace tr ′).
Predictable traces do not in general contain every event in the observed trace they are based
on. For the purposes of race detection, a predictable trace will conclude with a pair of conflicting
events, which are preceded by events necessary according to the definition of predictable trace. For
example, consider Figure 1(c), which is a predictable trace of Figure 1(b) that excludes Thread 1’s
event after wr(y). The PO rule is satisfied, and the LS rule is satisfied after reordering Thread 2 and
3’s critical sections before Thread 1’s. The LW rule is satisfied because rd(z) is not a causal event
in tr ′.
Definition 2.4 (Predictable race). An execution tr has a predictable race if a predictable trace tr ′
of tr has two conflicting, consecutive events: e1 ≍ e2 ∧ e1 <tr′ e2 ∧ (∄e : e1 <tr′ e <tr′ e2).
Figure 1(b) has a predictable race, as demonstrated by the predictable trace in Figure 1(c). In
contrast, Figure 1(e) has no predictable race. The difference between Figures 1(b) and 1(e) is the br
event in Thread 1. Since no br exists in Thread 1 in Figure 1(b), rd(z) is not a causal event, which
in turn allows the critical sections in Threads 2 and 3 to be reordered above the critical section
in Thread 1, allowing wr(y) and rd(y) to be consecutive in the predictable trace. In contrast, a br
event executes before wr(y) in Figure 1(e). No predictable trace of this example can exclude br
without excluding wr(y); otherwise the PO rule would be violated. rd(z) is a causal event in any
predictable trace wherewr(y) is included, whichmakes it impossible to reorder the critical sections.
As a result, no predictable trace exists in which wr(y) and rd(y) are consecutive. Figures 1(a) and
1(d) show source code that could lead to the executions in Figures 1(b) and 1(e), respectively. The
code in Figure 1(d) has no race; in fact, any deviation of critical section ordering from Figure 1(e)’s
causes wr(y) or rd(y) not to execute.
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Property ≺HB ≺WCP ≺DC
Same-lock critical section ordering All Confl. Confl.
Orders rel to. . . acq wr/rd wr/rd
Includes ≺PO? Yes No Yes
Left-and-right composes with ≺HB? Yes Yes No
acq(m) ≺ rel(m) implies rel(m) ≺ rel(m)? Yes Yes Yes
Transitive? Yes Yes Yes
Table 1. Definitions of three strict partial orders over events in an execution trace. Each order is the minimum
relation satisfying the listed properties.
2.3 Existing Predictive Partial Orders
Here we overview three relations introduced in prior work, called happens-before (HB), weak-
causally-precedes (WCP), and doesn’t-commute (DC), that can be computed in time linearly pro-
portional to the length of the execution trace [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]. Intuitively,
each relation orders events that may not be legal to reorder in a predictable trace, so that two
unordered conflicting events represent a true or potential data race (depending on whether the
relation is sound). An execution trace has an HB-race, WCP-race, or DC-race if it contains two
conflicting events that are unordered by HB, WCP, or DC, respectively.
Definitions of relations. Table 1 gives definitions of HB, WCP, and DC by presenting their prop-
erties comparatively. The first two rows of the table say how the relations order critical sections
on the same lock. HB orders all critical sections on the same lock, and it orders the first critical
section’s rel(m) to the second critical section’s acq(m). WCP and DC order only conflicting critical
sections (critical sections on the same lock containing conflicting events), and they order from
the first critical section’s rel(m) to the second critical section’s conflicting access event. That is,
if r1 and r2 are release events on the same lock such that r1 <tr r2, and e1 and e2 are conflicting
events (e1 ≍ e2) such that e1 ∈ CS(r1) ∧ e2 ∈ CS(r2), then r1 ≺WCP e2 and r1 ≺DC e2. The intuition
behind these properties of WCP and DC is that non-conflicting critical sections can generally be
reordered in a predictable trace; and even in the case of conflicting critical sections, the second
critical section can be “reordered” so that it executes only up to its conflicting access and the first
critical section does not execute at all in the predictable trace.
The next two table rows show whether the relations include PO or compose with HB. HB and
DC include (i.e., are supersets of) PO: if e1 ≺PO e2, then e1 ≺HB e2 and e1 ≺DC e2. In contrast,
WCP does not include PO but instead composes with the stronger HB: if e1 ≺WCP e2 ≺HB e3 or
e1 ≺HB e2 ≺WCP e3, then e1 ≺WCP e2. (By virtue of being transitive, HB composes with itself.) The
intuition behind including or composingwith PO (a subset of HB) is that PO-ordered events cannot
be reordered in a predictable trace. The intuition behind WCP composing with HB, in essence, is
to avoid predicting traces that violate the LS rule of predictable traces. As a result, WCP is sound
while DC is unsound, as we will see.
The last two rows show properties shared by all relations. First, if two critical sections on the
same lock a1 ≺PO r1 <tr a2 ≺PO r2 are ordered at all (meaning simply a1 ≺∗ r2 because all relations
minimally compose with PO), then their release events are ordered (r1 ≺∗ r2). Second, all of the
relations are transitive. As a result of being transitive, antisymmetric, and irreflexive, all of the
relations are strict partial orders.
Example. As an example of WCP and DC ordering, consider the execution in Figure 2(b). Both
relations order Thread 1’s rel(m) to Thread 2’s wr(x) because the critical sections on m contain
conflicting accesses to x. By WCP’s composition with HB (and thus PO) and DC’s inclusion of
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PO, both WCP and DC transitively order rd(x) to wr(x) and wr(y) to rd(y) (wr(y) ≺WCP rd(y) and
wr(y) ≺DC rd(y)), so the execution has no WCP- or DC-races.
Soundness and completeness. A relation or analysis is sound if it detects a race only for an exe-
cution trace with a predictable race or deadlock.2 A relation or analysis is complete if it detects a
race for every execution trace with a predictable race.
WCP (and HB) are sound: a WCP-race (HB-race) indicates a predictable race or deadlock. DC
is unsound: an execution with a DC-race may have no predictable race or deadlock. However,
prior work shows that DC-races are generally true predictable races in practice, and an efficient
vindication algorithm can verify DC-races as predictable races by computing additional constraints
and building a predictable trace exposing the race [Roemer et al. 2018]. Later in the paper, we
provide more details about vindication, when introducing a new relation that (like DC) is unsound
and makes use of a vindication algorithm.
2.4 Limitations of Existing Predictive Partial Orders
WCP and DC analyses are the state of the art in detecting as many predictable races as possible
using online, unbounded analysis [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]. However, WCP and DC are
incomplete, failing to detect some predictable races. WCP and DC are overly strict because they
order all conflicting accesses, conservatively ruling out some predictable traces that still preserve
the last writer of each causal read. This strictness arises from imprecise handling of data and
control dependence:
Data dependence: WCP and DC order all conflicting accesses, which is imprecise because the
order of a write–write or read–write conflict does not necessarily need to be preserved to satisfy
the last-writer (LW) rule of predictable traces.
Consider the executions in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), in whichWCP andDC order rd(x) towr(x).WCP
and DC’s read–write ordering assumes that no predictable trace exists where a pair of conflicting
accesses are reordered. This rationale works for Figure 2(a), in which no predictable race exists.
However, conflicting accesses may be reordered as long as the LW rule of predictable traces is
satisfied. Figure 2(c) is a predictable trace of Figure 2(b) that reorders the critical sections and
exposes a race on y.
Similarly for write–write conflicts, consider Figure 3(a), in which WCP and DC order the two
wr(x) events, leading to no WCP- or DC-race on accesses to y. However, the wr(x) events can be
reordered, as the predictable trace in Figure 3(b) shows, exposing a race. (The reader can ignore
Figure 3(c) until Section 4.)
It is difficult to model read–write and write–write dependencies more precisely using a partial
order. In the case of a read–write dependency, the accesses can be reordered as long as the read
cannot impact a branch’s outcome in the predictable trace (i.e., the read is not a causal event in
the predictable trace, or is not part of the predictable trace). For a write–write dependency, the
accesses can be reordered as long as they do not change a causal read’s last writer in the predictable
trace. Incorporating either kind of constraint into a partial order is challenging but also desirable
because partial orders can be computed efficiently.
Control dependence: WCP andDC order true (write–read) dependencies even when the readmay
not affect a branch outcome that affects whether a race happens.
Figure 4(a) shows an execution with a predictable race, as the predictable trace in Figure 4(b)
demonstrates. Note that in Figure 4(b), rd(x) has a different last writer than in Figure 4(a), but the
2A trace has a predictable deadlock if there exists a valid reordering with a deadlock. We define soundness to include
predictable deadlocks because prior work’s WCP relation [Kini et al. 2017] and our SDP relation are sound in this way.
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Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
rd(x)
br
wr(y)
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
rd(y)
(a) WDP-race but no WCP-, DC-,
or SDP-race. No predictable race
exists.
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
wr(y)
rd(x)
br
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
rd(y)
(b) WDP-race but no WCP-, DC-,
or SDP-race. A predictable race
exists, as (c) shows.
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(y)
rd(y)
(c) Predictable trace of (b) show-
ing that (b) has a predictable race
DCSDP
DCSDP
Fig. 2. Executions showing WCP and DC’s overly strict handling of read–write dependencies. Edges rep-
resent ordering, labeled using the weakest applicable relation(s) (and omiing ordering established by HB
alone), implying ordering by strictly stronger relations (see Figure 6(a) for comparison of relations).
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
wr(x)
wr(y)
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
rd(y)
acq(m)
rd(x)
rel(m)
br
(a) Execution with SDP- and
WDP-race but no WCP- or DC-
race
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(x)
wr(y)
rd(y)
(b) Valid reordering of (a) showing
that (a) has a predictable race
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
wr(x)
sync(o)
wr(y)
rel(m)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
sync(o)
rd(x)
br
rd(y)
(c) Execution with WDP-race but
no SDP-race or predictable race
DC
SD
P
DC
W
D
P
SD
P
Fig. 3. Executions showing WCP and DC’s overly strict handling of write–write dependencies. sync(o) is an
abbreviation for the sequence acq(o); rd(oVar); br; wr(oVar); rel(o).
lack of a following br event means that rd(y) is still guaranteed to happen (i.e., rd(x) is not a causal
event). A variant of this example is in Figure 4(c), which has a branch event dependent on a read
outcome, but the branch can be absent from a predictable trace demonstrating a predictable race
(Figure 4(d)).
WCP and DC miss the predictable races in Figures 4(a) and 4(c) by conservatively assuming
that any event after a rd(x) may be control dependent on the read value. Similarly, WCP and DC
miss the predictable race in Figure 5, which our implementation found in the Java program pmd
(Section 7). Essentially, WCP and DC conservatively assume that a dependent branch immediately
follows each read. This limitation is unsurprising considering the challenge of modeling control
dependencies using a partial order. In particular, it is difficult for a partial order to model the fact
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Thread 1 Thread 2
wr(y)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
rel(m)
rd(y)
(a) WDP-race but no
WCP-, DC-, or SDP-
race
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
rd(x)
rel(m)
wr(y)
rd(y)
(b) Valid reordering of
(a) showing that (a)
has a predictable race
Thread 1 Thread 2
wr(y)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
rd(y)
br
rel(m)
(c) WDP-race but no
WCP-, DC-, or SDP-
race
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
rd(x)
wr(y)
rd(y)
(d) Valid reordering of
(c) showing that (c) has
a predictable race
DCSDP
DCSDP
W
D
P
Fig. 4. Executions showing WCP and DC’s overly strict handling of control dependencies.
Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
this.method = . . . ;
acq(this);
this.time += time
rel(this);
acq(this);
this.time += time;
rel(this);
br
acq(this);
this.time += time;
rel(this);
br
. . . = this.method;
DC
DC
W
DP
W
D
P
Fig. 5. A predictable race in the Java program pmd that was detected by WDP, but not WCP, DC, or SDP.
Note the transitive edges formed by DC, whichWDP avoids as the branches are outside the critical sections.
The code has been simplified and abbreviated.
that a read must have the same last writer only if the read may affect a branch in the predictable
trace.
This work develops partial orders that are weaker than WCP and DC and thus predict more races.
At the same time, these new partial orders retain key properties of the existing relations: WCP’s
soundness and DC’s amenability to a vindication algorithm that ensures soundness, respectively.
3 OVERVIEW
The previous section introduced prior work’s weak-causally-precedes (WCP) [Kini et al. 2017] and
doesn’t-commute (DC) [Roemer et al. 2018], and explained their limitations that lead to missing
predictable races. The next two sections introduce new relations and analyses that overcome these
limitations. Section 4 introduces the strong-dependently-precedes (SDP) and weak-dependently-pre-
cedes (WDP) relations, which are weaker thanWCP and DC, respectively. Section 5 presents online
dynamic analyses for computing SDP and WDP and detecting SDP- and WDP-races.
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Prior work This paper
Property ≺HB ≺WCP ≺DC ≺SDP ≺WDP
Same-lock critical section ordering All Confl. Confl. Confl. Last wr–rd only
Orders rel to. . . acq wr/rd wr/rd wr/rd or to next rd* Next br
Includes ≺PO? Yes No Yes No Yes
Left-and-right composes with ≺HB? Yes Yes No Yes No
acq(m) ≺ rel(m) implies rel(m) ≺ rel(m)? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Transitive? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 2. Definitions of five strict partial orders over events in an execution trace. Each order is the minimum
relation satisfying the listed properties. This table adds columns ≺SDP and ≺WDP to Table 1 (page 6).
* As the text explains, SDP adds release–access ordering for write–read and read–write conflicts, and adds
ordering from the release to the next read for write–write conflicts.
4 NEW DEPENDENCE-AWARE PREDICTIVE RELATIONS
This section introduces new partial orders called strong-dependently-precedes (SDP) and weak-
dependently-precedes (WDP) that overcome the limitations of priorwork’s predictive relations [Kini
et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018] (Section 2.4) by incorporating more precise notions of data and con-
trol dependence.
4.1 The SDP and WDP Partial Orders
SDP is weaker than WCP3 by not ordering write–write conflicts, based on the insight that writes
can be unordered unless they can affect the outcome of a read, but write–read and read–write
ordering already handles that ordering soundly. WDP only orders the last writer of a read to a
branch that depends on that read, which is the only reordering constraint that does not lead to
missing predictable races.
Table 2 defines SDP andWDP. The table shows that SDP is likeWCP andWDP is like DC except
in how they order critical sections (first two table rows).
The SDP relation. SDP only orders conflicting critical sections when one critical section contains
a read. Like WCP, SDP orders the first critical section’s rel(m) to the second critical section’s ac-
cess. The intuition behind this property is that write–write conflicts generally do not impose any
limitations on what traces can be predicted. Figure 3(a) shows an example in which two conflicting
writes can be safely reordered in a predictable trace.
However, ignoring write–write conflicts altogether would be unsound, as Figure 3(c) shows:
the execution has no predictable race. To ensure soundness, SDP handles write–write conflicts by
ordering the first critical section to the second thread’s next read to the same variable.
More formally, SDP handles conflicting critical sections as follows. If r1 and r2 are release events
on the same lock,r1 <tr r2, e1 and e2 arewrite events and e3 is a read event, e1 ≍ e2, e1 ≍ e3, e2 ≺PO e3,
e1 ∈ CS(r1), and e2 ∈ CS(r2), then r1 ≺SDP e3.
SDP addresses a limitation of WCP via more precise handling of data dependencies. SDP cer-
tainly does not address all imprecise data dependencies (e.g., read–write dependencies), and it does
not address control dependence. SDP is the weakest known sound partial order.
The WDP relation. A separate but worthwhile goal is to develop a partial order that is weaker
than DC but produces few false positives so that it is practical to vindicate potential races. WDP
achieves this goal and is in fact complete, detecting all predictable races.WDP orders the last writer
3It may seem confusing that SDP is weaker than WCP. SDP is so named because it is stronger than WDP, while WCP is so
named because it is weaker than prior work’s causally-precedes (CP) [Smaragdakis et al. 2012].
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of each read to the earliest branch that depends on that read (and orders no other conflicting critical
sections). The intuition behind this behavior is that the only constraint that is universally true for
all predictable traces is that the last writer of a read must not occur after the read if there is a
branch that depends on the read.
More formally, if r1 and r2 are releases on the same lock, e1 ∈ CS(r1), e2 ∈ CS(r2), e1 =
lastwrtr (e2), e2 ≺PO b, and brDepsOn(b, e2), then r1 ≺WDP b.
Unlike DC, WDP integrates control dependence by ordering the write’s critical section to the
first branch dependent on the read. WDP does not model local data dependencies, where a read
affects the value written by a write in the same thread. As a result, WDP may find false races, but
Section 6 describes a method for ruling out such false races. These properties makeWDP complete
(as we show). WDP is the strongest known complete partial order.
SDP- andWDP-races. UnlikeWCP and DC, SDP andWDP do not inherently order all conflicting
accesses that hold a common lock. Thus the following definition of SDP- andWDP-races explicitly
excludes conflicting accesses holding a common lock.
A trace has a SDP-race (or WDP-race) if it has two conflicting events unordered by SDP (WDP)
that hold no lock in common. That is, tr has an SDP-race (WDP-race) on events e and e ′ if e <tr e ′,
e ≍ e ′, e ⊀SDP e ′ (e ⊀WDP e ′), and lockset(e) ∩ lockset(e ′) = ∅.
Examples. To illustrate SDP and WDP, we refer back to examples from pages 8–9.
The executions in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) have no SDP-races: SDP orders the read–write conflicts.
In contrast, these executions have WDP-races: there is no cross-thread WDP ordering because the
executions have no lock-protected write–read conflicts.
Figure 3(a) has SDP- and WDP-races. SDP and WDP do not order the write–write conflict on x.
Nor does WDP order events on the write–read conflict on x, since Thread 1’s wr(x) is not the last
writer of rd(x).
Figure 3(c), which has a WDP-race but no SDP-race or predictable race, shows the need for
SDP’s release–read ordering for write–write conflicts.
The executions in Figures 4(a) and 4(c) have no SDP-race since SDP does not take branches into
account. On the other hand, both executions haveWDP-races: Figure 4(a) has no branch dependent
on the read, and Figure 4(c) has a branch, but it occurs after rd(y).
WDP analysis discovers the predictable race in Figure 5. In this case, the fact that there is no
branch within the critical section allows WDP to avoid creating an unnecessary transitive edge
that otherwise would hide the race.
4.2 Soundness and Completeness
Figure 6 and Table 3 illustrate the relationships among the different relations and corresponding
race types. SDP never misses a race that WCP finds, and WDP never misses a race that DC or
SDP finds. SDP is sound but incomplete (never reports a false race but may miss predictable races),
while WDP is unsound but complete (may report false races but never misses a predictable race).
Here we prove that SDP is sound and WDP is complete. The proofs are manual and have not
been verified by a theorem prover.
Theorem (SDP soundness). If an execution trace has a SDP-race, then it has a predictable race
or a predictable deadlock.
Proof. We define ≺SDP(i ) to be a variant of ≺WCP and ≺SDP that orders critical sections like SDP
for the first i conflicting writes in tr , and orders critical sections like WCP otherwise (Table 2).
Formally, for conflicting events e and e ′ in critical sections on the same lock, e ≺SDP(i ) e
′ if either:
• e or e ′ is a read; or
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≺HB
(≺WCP ∪ ≺PO)
≺DC (≺SDP ∪ ≺PO)
≺WDP
(a) Weaker above stronger relations
HB-races
WCP-races
DC-races SDP-races
WDP-races
(b) Supersets above subsets
Fig. 6. Laices showing the relationships among the relations and corresponding kinds of races. Only WCP
and SDP do not include PO and thus do not in general order events within the same thread, but this property
is irrelevant for comparing relation strength because same-thread accesses cannot race in any case, so the
relation laice uses (≺WCP ∪ ≺PO) and (≺SDP ∪ ≺PO) to make the relations more directly comparable. (WCP
and SDP analyses in fact detect races by comparing access events using (≺WCP ∪ ≺PO) and (≺SDP ∪ ≺PO),
respectively.)
Sound? Complete?
HB Yes [Lamport 1978] No (Fig. 2(b), 3(a), 4(a), 4(c))
WCP Yes [Kini et al. 2017] No (Fig. 2(b), 3(a), 4(a), 4(c))
DC No [Roemer et al. 2018] No (Fig. 2(b), 3(a), 4(a), 4(c))
SDP Yes (Section 4.2) No (Fig. 2(b), 4(a), 4(c))
WDP No (Fig. 2(a) and 3(c)) Yes (Section 4.2)
Table 3. Soundness and completeness of each relation.
• there are i many conflicting pairs of write events (i.e., two conflicting write events without
an intervening conflicting write event) before the write pair (e, e ′) (a write pair (w,w ′) is
before a write pair (e, e ′) if w ′ <tr e ′).
Note that ≺SDP(0)≡≺WCP and ≺SDP(∞)≡≺SDP.
The rest of the proof proceeds by induction to show that SDP(i) is sound for all i , i.e., if an
execution trace has an SDP(i)-race, then it has a predictable race or deadlock.
Base case: Since ≺SDP(0)≡≺WCP and WCP is sound [Kini et al. 2017], SDP(0) is sound.
Inductive step: Let σ be an execution trace whose first SDP(i)-race is between events e1 and
e2, where first means that e2 is as early as possible in σ , and among SDP(i)-races whose second
event is e2, e1 is as late as possible in σ . Proceeding with proof by contradiction, suppose σ has no
predictable race or deadlock.
Now let tr be a trace equivalent to σ that moves all events between e1 and e2 that are not HB
ordered with both events, to outside of e1 and e2, and additionally removes all events after e2.
Specifically:
• if e1 <σ e ∧ e1 ⊀HB e ≺HB e2, move e before e1 in tr ;
• if e1 <σ e <σ e2 ∧ e ⊀HB e2, omit e from tr ;
• if e2 <σ e , omit e from tr .
Thus the last event in tr is e2. Like σ , tr’s first SDP(i)-race is between events e1 and e2, and tr
has no predictable race or deadlock. That is, e1 <tr e2, e1 ≍ e2, and e1 ⊀SDP e2.
Because tr has no predictable race or deadlock, e1 ≺SDP(i−1) e2 by the induction hypothesis.
Because of the disparity between e1 ≺SDP(i−1) e2 and e1 ⊀SDP(i ) e2, it must be that l ≺SDP(i−1) w
′ and
l ⊀SDP(i ) w ′, where w ′ is the ith conflicting write in tr , w is the latest write before w ′ such that
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w ≍ w ′, and l is the outermost release event of a critical section containing w that releases the
same lock as any critical section containing w ′.
If there is a read event r that reads the same variable asw andw ′ such thatw <tr r <tr e2, then
either
• w ′ ≍ r ∧ r <tr w
′, in which case e1 ≺HB r ≺SDP(i ) w
′ ≺HB e2;
• w ′ ≍ r ∧w ′ <tr r , in which case e1 ≺HB w ′ ≺SDP(i ) r ≺HB e2;
• w ≍ r ∧w ′ ≺PO r , in which case e1 ≺HB l ≺SDP(i ) r ≺HB e2; or
• w ≍ r ∧ r ≺PO w
′, in which case e1 ≺HB w ≺SDP(i ) r ≺HB e2.
In each of these cases, by SDP(i)’s composition with HB, e1 ≺SDP(i ) e2, a contradiction.
Therefore there is no read event r that reads the same variable as w and w ′ such that w <tr r .
Any read event that reads the same variable as w andw ′ must occur before w .
Now consider the trace tr ′ that is equivalent to tr except:
• w ′ is replaced by a wr(x) event, where x is a brand-new variable not used in tr .
• For every read r in tr that reads the same variable asw ′, an event r ′ is appended immediately
after r such that r ′ is a rd(x) event and r ≺PO r ′ in tr ′.
Note that the SDP(i − 1) ordering for tr ′ is the same as the SDP(i) ordering for tr : the rd(x)–wr(x)
conflicts introduce the same ordering in tr ′ as the original read–write conflicts between w ′ and
its prior reads in tr , and tr ′ does not contain the write–write conflict on w and w ′ found in tr .
Thus in tr ′, e1 ⊀SDP(i−1) e2. By the induction hypothesis, tr ′ has a predictable race or deadlock.
Let tr ′′ be a predictable trace of tr ′ that exposes a race or deadlock. However, if we modify tr ′′ by
removing the rd(x) events and replacing thewr(x) event withw ′, the resulting trace is a predictable
trace of tr that exposes a race or deadlock. Thus tr has a predictable race or deadlock, which is a
contradiction.
Thus for all i , SDP(i) is sound. Since ≺SDP(∞)≡≺SDP, therefore SDP is sound. 
Theorem 4.1 (WDP completeness). If an execution trace has a predictable race, then it has a
WDP-race.
To prove the theorem, we use the following helper lemma:
Lemma 4.2 (WDP-ordered events cannot be reordered). Given an execution trace tr, for any
events e1 and e2 in tr such that e1 ≺WDP e2, let tr
′ be a reordering of tr where e1 and e2 have been
reordered: either e2 <tr′ e1 or e2 ∈ tr
′ ∧ e1 < tr
′. Then, tr ′ must not be a valid predictable trace of tr.
The overall proof strategy is analogous to a corresponding proof for DC [Roemer et al. 2018],
so we have relegated the proof of Lemma 4.2 to Appendix A.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us prove this theorem by contradiction. Let tr be a trace with a
predictable race on conflicting events e1 and e2 such that e1 <tr e2, but no WDP-race. Let tr ′ be a
predictable trace of tr in which e1 and e2 are consecutive: e1 <tr′ e2 and ∄e : e1 <tr′ e <tr′ e2.
Applying the definition of aWDP-race (Section 4), either e1 ≺WDP e2 or lockset(e1)∩ lockset(e2) ,
∅. If lockset(e1) ∩ lockset(e2) , ∅, then tr ′ violates the LS rule of predictable traces.
Thus e1 ≺WDP e2. By the definition of a predictable race, e1 and e2 must be read or write events,
and must be on different threads. As a result, the WDP ordering between e1 and e2 cannot be
established by WDP conflicting critical section ordering or “acq(m) ≺WDP rel(m) =⇒ rel(m) ≺WDP
rel(m),” which require e1 to be a release, and not by PO since the events are on different threads.
Therefore, e1 ≺WDP e2 by WDP transitivity, so there must exist an event e such that e1 ≺WDP e ≺WDP
e2.
Since e1 and e2 are consecutive in tr ′, either e <tr′ e1, e2 <tr′ e , or e2 ∈ tr
′∧e < tr ′. By Lemma 4.2,
any of these possibilities implies tr ′ is an invalid predictable trace of tr , a contradiction. 
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Thread 1 Thread 2
wr(y)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
br
rel(m)
rd(y)
(a) No WDP-race exists if the
branch event is dependent on the
prior read.
Thread 1 Thread 2
wr(y)
acq(m)
wr(x)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
br
rel(m)
rd(y)
(b) A WDP-race exists if the
branch event does not depend on
the prior read.
Thread 1 Thread 2
acq(m)
rd(x)
rel(m)
br
wr(y)
rd(y)
(c) A valid reordering of (b)
demonstrating that (b) has a race.
W
D
P
Fig. 7. Example executions that differ only in the static control dependencies between branches and reads.
Doed edges indicate reads that a branch depends on, i.e., brDepsOn(b, e). If precise control dependence
information rules out read–branch dependencies, WDP can find additional races, such as the race on y in
(b).
4.3 Using Precise Dependence Information
Up to this point, we have assumed that a branch event depends on every preceding read event in the
same thread, meaning that the condition brDepsOn(b, e2) in WDP’s handling of write–read critical
sections holds for every read e2 and branch b. This assumption is needed unless static control
dependence information is available from conservative static program analysis (e.g., [Ferrante et al.
1987; Huang and Huang 2017]). We tried out one kind of static analysis to compute static control
dependencies but found it provided no benefit, so our experiments do not use it (Section 7). Here
we show some examples of howWDP uses static control dependence information if it is available.
Figure 7 shows two executions that differ only in whether precise static control dependency
information is available. Figure 7(a) has no control dependency information available, so each
branch is conservatively dependent on all prior reads, or the information is available but the branch
outcome may depend on the prior read. Figure 7(b) has control dependency information that says
that the branch outcome does not depend on the prior read. As a result, Figure 7(b) has weaker
WDP ordering than Figure 7(a), leading to a detected WDP-race in Figure 7(b) only.
5 SDP ANDWDP ANALYSES
SDP analysis andWDP analysis are new online dynamic program analyses that compute SDP and
WDP and detect SDP- and WDP-races, respectively. Algorithms 1 and 2 show SDP and WDP anal-
yses, respectively, for each kind of event. This section’s notation and terminology follow the WCP
and DC papers’ to some extent [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018].
Both algorithms show the differences relative to prior analyses (SDP versus WCP and WDP
versus DC) by labeling lines with “+” to show logic added by our analyses and “−” with grayed-
out text to show lines removed by our analyses. Algorithm 1 shows that SDP analysis requires
few changes to WCP analysis. These changes are for tracking write–write conflicts to add order-
ing when a future read is detected on the second write’s thread. In addition, SDP analysis avoids
reporting write–write races for writes in critical sections on the same lock by using Lw
l,x
at line 22.
Algorithm 2 shows that WDP analysis makes several significant changes to DC analysis. These
changes are primarily to deal with branches, by recording information about write–read dependen-
cies at read events (lines 13–16) and using the recorded information at branch events (lines 26–27).
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Algorithm 1 SDP analysis at each event type, with differences from WCP analysis
1: procedure acqire(t , l )
2: Ht ← Ht ⊔Hl
3: Ct ← Ct ⊔Cl
4: foreach t ′ , t do Acql (t
′).Enque(Ct [t := Ht (t)])
5: procedure release(t , l ,R,W )
6: while Acql (t).Front() ⊑ Ct [t := Ht (t)] do
7: Acql (t).Deque()
8: Ct ← Ct ⊔ Rell (t).Deque()
9: foreach x ∈ R do Lr
l,x
← Lr
l,x
⊔Ht
10: foreach x ∈W do Lw
l,x
← Lw
l,x
⊔Ht
11: Hl ← Ht
12: Cl ← Ct
13: foreach t ′ , t do Rell (t
′).Enque(Ht )
14: Ht (t) ← Ht (t) + 1
15: procedure read(t ,x, L)
16: + Ct ← Ct ⊔ Bt,x ⊲ Apply prior write–write conflict
17: Ct ← Ct ⊔l ∈L L
w
l,x
18: checkWx ⊑ Ct [t := Ht (t)] ⊲ Write–read race?
19: Rx (t) ← Ht (t)
20: procedure write(t , x, L)
21: Ct ← Ct ⊔l ∈L L
r
l,x
− Ct ← Ct ⊔l ∈L L
w
l,x
22: checkWx ⊑ Ct [t := Ht (t)] ⊔l ∈L L
w
l,x
⊲ Write–write race?
23: + Bt,x ← ⊔l ∈LL
w
l,x
⊲ Records write–write conflict for future read
24: check Rx ⊑ Ct [t := Ht (t)] ⊲ Read–write race?
25: Wx (t) ← Ht (t)
26: procedure branch(t ,L)
27: skip ⊲ No analysis at branch events
Unlike DC analysis, WDP analysis does not establish ordering at any conflicting accesses, and it
never needs to track ordering from a read to another access (since it detects only write–read con-
flicts). In addition, WDP analysis ensures it does not report races on accesses in critical sections
on the same lock, by maintaining and using the locksets Lw
x,t ′
and Lr
x,t ′
when checking for races.
Analysis details. In both SDP and WDP analyses, the procedural parameters t and l are the
current thread and lock; L is the set of locks held by the thread performing the current event; R
andW are the sets of variables that were read and written in the ending critical section on l ; and
e represents the current read or branch event (for detecting branch dependencies).
The analysis uses vector clocks [Mattern 1988] to represent logical SDP or WDP time. A vector
clock C : Tid 7→ N maps each thread to a nonnegative integer. Operations on vector clocks
are pointwise comparison (C1 ⊑ C2 ⇐⇒ ∀t .C1(t) ≤ C2(t)) and pointwise join (C1 ⊔ C2 ≡
λt .max(C1(t),C2(t))):
Both analyses maintain the following state:
• Ct is a vector clock that represents the current SDP or WDP time for thread t .
• Rx andWx are vector clocks that represent the SDP orWDP time of the last reads and writes
to x .
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Algorithm 2 WDP analysis at each event type, with differences from DC analysis
1: procedure acqire(t , l )
2: foreach t ′ , t do Acql,t ′(t).Enque(Ct )
3: procedure release(t , l ,R,W )
4: foreach t ′ , t do
5: while Acql,t (t
′).Front() ⊑ Ct do
6: Acql,t (t
′).Deque()
7: Ct ← Ct ⊔ Rell,t (t
′).Deque()
8: foreach x ∈W do Ll,x ← Ct ⊲ Record release time for writes in critical section
− foreach x ∈ R do Lr
l,x
← Ct
9: foreach t ′ , t do Rell,t ′(t).Enque(Ct )
10: Ct (t) ← Ct (t) + 1
11: procedure read(t ,x, e,L)
− Ct ← Ct
⊔
l ∈(L∩Lw
x ,t′
) Ll,x
− checkWx ⊑ Ct
12: + foreach thread t ′ , t checkWx (t ′) ≤ Ct (t ′) ∨ Lwx,t ′ ∩ L , ∅ ⊲ Check write–read race
13: + let t ′ ← Tx ⊲ Get last writer thread of x
14: if+ t ′ < {∅, t} ∧ L ∩ Lw
x,t ′
, ∅ then ⊲ Write–read conflict
15: + Bt,x ←
⊔
l ∈(L∩Lw
x ,t′
) Ll,x ⊲ Record time of writer thread’s release for later use
16: if+ Bt,x @ Ct then Dt ← Dt ∪ {〈x, e〉} ⊲ Record read
17: Rx (t) ← Ct (t)
18: + Lr
x,t
← L
19: procedure write(t , x, L)
− Ct ← Ct ⊔
⊔
l ∈(L∩Lw
x ,t′
) Ll,x ⊔
⊔
l ∈(L∩Lr
x ,t′
) L
r
l,x
− checkWx ⊑ Ct
20: + foreach thread t ′ , t checkWx (t ′) ≤ Ct (t ′) ∨ Lwx,t ′ ∩ L , ∅ ⊲ Check write–write race
− check Rx ⊑ Ct
21: + foreach thread t ′ , t check Rx (t ′) ≤ Ct (t ′) ∨ Lrx,t ′ ∩ L , ∅ ⊲ Check read–write race
22: Wx (t) ← Ct (t)
23: + Lw
x,t
← L
24: + Tx ← t ⊲ Set last writer thread of x
25: procedure branch(t , e,L)
− skip
26: + foreach〈x, r 〉 ∈ Dt : brDepsOn(e, r ) do Ct ← Ct ⊔ Bt,x ⊲ Add release–branch ordering
27: + Dt ← Dt \ {〈x, r 〉 ∈ Dt : brDepsOn(e, r )} ⊲ Remove dependencies that were applied
• Acq
l
(t) and Rell (t) (SDP) and Acql,t ′(t) and Rell,t ′(t) (WDP) are queues of vector clocks that
help compute the “acq(m) ≺ rel(m) implies rel(m) ≺ rel(m)” property (Table 2).
In addition, SDP analysis maintains the following state:
• Ht is a vector clock that represents the current HB time for thread t . Ct [t := Ht (t)], which
evaluates to a vector clock with every element equal to Ct except that element t is equal to
Ht (t), represents ≺SDP ∪ ≺PO.
• Bt,x is a vector clock that represents the SDP time of a release event e of a critical section
on lockm containing a write eventw to x such that a later write eventw ′ to x by t conflicts
with the write andm ∈ lockset(w) ∩ lockset(w ′).
• Lr
l,x
and Lw
l,x
are vector clocks that represent the HB times of critical sections on l that read
and wrote x , respectively.
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WDP analysis maintains the following additional state:
• Ll,x is a vector clock that represents the WDP time of critical sections on l that wrote x .
• Bt,x is a vector clock that represents the WDP time of the last write event e to x such that a
later read event e ′ to x by t conflicts with e and lockset(e) ∩ lockset(e ′) , ∅.
• Tx is the last thread to write to x , or ∅ if no thread has yet written x .
• Dt is a set of pairs 〈x , e〉 such that event e is a read to x by a thread that has not (yet) executed
a branch b such that brDepsOn(b, e).
• Lr
x,t
and Lw
x,t
are sets of locks that were held by thread t when it last read and wrote variable
x , respectively.
Initially, every vector clock maps every thread to 0, except ∀t .Ht (t) = 1 for SDP analysis, and
∀t .Ct (t) = 1 for WDP analysis. Every queue and set is initially empty.
The analyses provide SDP andWDP’s handling of conflicting critical sections by detecting some
kinds of conflicts on accesses holding a common lock. SDP analysis orders the earlier release of
a common lock to the current event for write–read and read–write conflicts using Lr
l,x
and Lw
l,x
(lines 17 and 21 in Algorithm 1). For write–write conflicts, SDP analysis stores the time of the
earlier release of a common lock in Bt,x (line 23) to order the earlier write to a later read of x by
the current thread (line 16).
WDP analysis orders the release on the writer’s executing thread to a later branch dependent
on the read. The analysis does so by recording the time of the last writer’s release in Ll,x (line 8 in
Algorithm 2). Later, when a conflicting read occurs on thread t holding l , the analysis uses Ll,x to
get the time for the last conflicting writerTx ’s release, and stores this time in Bt,x (line 15). When t
executes a branch dependent on the prior conflicting read, WDP adds ordering from the release to
the current branch (line 26). The analysis detects the dependent branch using Dt , which contains
a set of 〈x , e〉 pairs for which a branch dependent on read event e has not yet executed (line 24).
The exact representation of e and behavior of brDepsOn(b, e) are implementation dependent.
The analyses compute the “acq(m) ≺ rel(m) implies rel(m) ≺ rel(m)” property (Table 2) in the
same way as WCP and DC analyses, respectively [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]. Briefly,
Acq
l
(t) and Rell (t) contain times of acq(l) and rel(l) operations (by any thread other than t ) such
that the acq(l) operation is not yet SDP ordered to a following rel(l) by thread t . Acq
l,t ′
(t) and
Rell,t ′(t) contain times of acq(l) and rel(l) operations by thread t such that the acq(l) operation is
not yet WDP ordered to a following rel(l) by thread t ′.
SDP analysis provides composition with HB using Ct , Ht , and Ct [t := Ht (t)].4 WDP analysis
includes PO with the increment of Ct (t) at line 10.
The analyses check the conditions for a SDP- or WDP-race by using Rx andWx . Since the anal-
yses do not order all pairs of conflicting accesses, unordered conflicting accesses are not sufficient
to report a race. SDP analysis uses the vector clock Lw
l,x
and WDP analysis uses the locksets Lr
x,t
and Lw
x,t
to check if the current and prior conflicting accesses’ held locks overlap (lines 18, 22, and
24 in Algorithm 1; lines 12, 20, and 21 in Algorithm 2).
Atomic accesses and operations. We extend SDP and WDP analyses to handle accesses that have
ordering or atomicity semantics: atomic accesses that introduce ordering such as Java volatile and
C++ atomic accesses, and atomic read-modify-write operations such as atomic test-and-set.
The following pseudocode shows how we extend WDP analysis (Algorithm 2) to handle atomic
reads and writes and atomic operations. (The extensions to SDP analysis are similar but also add
conflicting read–write and write–write–read ordering.)
1: procedure atomicRead(t ,x, e)
4In Algorithm 1, Ct and Ct [t := Ht (t )] are analogous to the WCP paper’s Pt and Ct , respectively [Kini et al. 2017].
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2: let t ′ ← Tx ⊲ Get last writer thread of x
3: if t ′ < {∅, t} ∧Wx @ Ct then ⊲ Write–read conflict
4: Bt,x ←Wx ⊲ Record the write
5: if Bt,x @ Ct then Dt ← Dt ∪ {〈x, e〉}
6: procedure atomicWrite(t ,x)
7: Wx ← Ct
8: Tx ← t ⊲ Set last writer thread of x
9: procedure atomicReadModifyWrite(t ,x, e)
10: atomicRead(t , x , e)
11: atomicWrite(t , x)
In essence, the analysis handles atomic accesses like regular accesses contained in single-access
critical sections on a unique lock to the accessed variable. The analysis treats an atomic operation
as an atomic read followed by an atomic write.
Handling races. The behavior of programs with data races is unreliable [Adve and Boehm 2010;
Dolan et al. 2018], but our analyses’ instrumentation performs synchronization operations before
accesses, which generally ensures sequential consistency (SC) for all program executions. A dif-
ferent problem is that if an analysis continues detecting races after the first race, then additional
detected races are not necessarily real races because they may depend on an earlier race (i.e., if
the earlier race were ordered, the later race would not exist). Our implementation (Section 7.1)
addresses this issue by treating racing accesses as if they were contained in single-access critical
sections on the same lock. Specifically, SDP analysis orders one racing event to the other for write–
read and read–write races, and WDP analysis orders write–read races to a branch that depends
on the read if the write is the last writer of the read. For example, after detecting a race in line 12,
WDP analysis performs the following: if t ′ = Tx then Bt,x ←Wx (t ′); Dt ← Dt ∪ {〈x , e〉}.
Time and space complexity. SDP analysis and WDP analysis’s run times are each linear in the
number of events. Like WCP and DC analyses [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018], for N events,
L locks, andT threads, time complexity for an entire execution trace isO(N × (L×T +T 2)). Briefly,
SDP or WDP analysis at a read or write takesO(L ×T +T 2) time even considering the additional
computation it performs compared with WCP or DC analysis; and WDP analysis’s run time at
branch events can be amortized over read events.
6 VERIFYING WDP-RACES
WDP analysis is unsound, so a WDP-race may not indicate a predictable race (i.e., there may be no
race exposed in any predictable trace). To avoid reporting false races, our approach post-processes
each detected WDP-race with an algorithm called VindicateWDPRace. Here we overview Vin-
dicateWDPRace; Appendix B presents VindicateWDPRace in detail with an algorithm and ex-
amples.
To support performing VindicateWDPRace on WDP-races, WDP analysis builds a constraint
graph in which execution events are nodes, and initially edges represent WDP ordering. Vindi-
cateWDPRace discovers and adds additional constraints to the graph that enforce lock semantics
(LS) and last-writer (LW) rules. VindicateWDPRace uses the constraint graph to attempt to con-
struct a predictable trace that exposes the WDP-race as a predictable race.
VindicateWDPRace extends priorwork’sVindicateDCRace algorithm for checkingDC-races [Roe-
mer et al. 2018]. VindicateWDPRace differs from VindicateDCRace primarily in the following
way. VindicateWDPRace computes and adds LW constraints to the constraint graph for all reads
that must be causal events in the predictable trace. Importantly, VindicateWDPRace computes
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Algorithm 3 Check if WDP-race is a true predictable race (high-level version of algorithm)
1: procedure VindicateWDPRace(G,e1, e2) ⊲ Inputs: constraint graph and WDP-race events
2: G ← AddConstraints(G, e1, e2)
3: if G has a cycle reaching e1 or e2 then return No predictable race
4: else
5: tr ′ ← ConstructReorderedTrace(G, e1, e2) ⊲ Non-empty iff predictable trace constructed
6: if tr ′ , 〈 〉 then return Predictable race witnessed by tr ′ ⊲ Check for non-empty trace
7: else return Don’t know
8: procedure AddConstraints(G, e1, e2)
9: Add consecutive-event constraints toG
10: do
11: Compute causal reads and add last-writer (LW) constraints toG
12: Add lock-semantics (LS) constraints toG
13: while G has changed
14: returnG
causal reads and adds LW constraints at each iteration of adding constraints and at each attempt
at building a predictable trace.
Algorithm 3 shows VindicateWDPRace at a high level; Appendix B presents VindicateWDP-
Race in detail. VindicateWDPRace takes the initial constraint graph (G) and a WDP-race (e1, e2)
as input (line 1). It first calls AddConstraints (line 2), which adds necessary constraints toG and
returns an updated constraint graph. AddConstraints first adds consecutive-event constraints
(i.e., edges) toG to enforce that any predictable trace must execute e1 and e2 consecutively (line 9).
AddConstraints then computes the set of causal events for any predictable trace constrained by
G , which it uses to add LW constraints toG , ensuring that every causal read in a predictable trace
can have the same last writer as in the original trace (line 11). Next, AddConstraints adds LS
constraints to G , by identifying critical sections on the same lock that are partially ordered and
thus must be fully ordered to obey LS rules (line 12). Since added LW and LS constraints may lead
to new LS and LW constraints being detected, respectively,AddConstraints iterates until it finds
no new constraints to add (lines 10–13).
The constraints added by AddConstraints are necessary but insufficient constraints on any
trace exposing a predictable race on e1 and e2. Thus if G has a cycle that must be part of any
predictable trace, then the original trace has no predictable race on e1 and e2 (line 3). Otherwise,
AddConstraints calls ConstructReorderedTrace (line 5), which attempts to construct a le-
gal predictable trace tr ′. ConstructReorderedTrace is a greedy algorithm that starts from e1
and e2 and works backward, adding events in reverse order that satisfy G’s constraints and also
conform to LS and LW rules (G’s constraints are necessary but insufficient). If ConstructReor-
deredTrace returns a (non-empty) trace tr ′, it is a legal predictable trace exposing a race on e1 and
e2 (line 6). Otherwise, ConstructReorderedTrace returns an empty trace, which means that it
could not find a predictable race, although one may exist (line 7).
7 EVALUATION
This section evaluates the predictive race detection effectiveness and run-time performance of this
paper’s approaches.
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7.1 Implementation
We implemented SDP andWDP analyses andVindicateWDPRace by extending the publicly avail-
able Vindicator implementation, which includes HB, WCP, and DC analyses and VindicateDC-
Race [Roemer et al. 2018].5 Vindicator is built on top of RoadRunner, a dynamic analysis frame-
work for concurrent Java programs [Flanagan and Freund 2010b].6 We extended RoadRunner to
instrument branches to enable WDP analysis at program branches. RoadRunner operates on the
Java bytecode of analyzed programs, so analysis properties such as SDP soundness andWDP com-
pleteness hold with respect to the execution of the bytecode, even if the JVM compiler optimizes
away control or data dependencies.
Our implementation of SDP andWDP analyses and VindicateWDPRace is publicly available.7
We evaluated Joana to perform static analysis for detecting whether a branch depends on prior
reads or not [Giffhorn andHammer 2008], following the system dependency graphs used inMCR-S [Huang
and Huang 2017].We found no practical advantages to using Joana. In most programs, for the vast
majority of the write–read branch dependencies executed, the next branch after the read is depen-
dent on the read according to Joana. In pmd and sunflow, static analysis reportedmany write–read
dependencies where the following branch did not depend on the read, but this did not lead to any
additional WDP-races being detected. It is unclear whether these results are mainly due to proper-
ties of the evaluated programs (i.e., if almost all branches do depend on prior reads) or imprecision
of Joana’s static analysis. Our implementation and evaluation do not use static analysis, and instead
assume that branches always depend on prior reads.
SDP andWDP analyses. We implemented a single analysis tool within RoadRunner that can per-
form HB, WCP, DC, SDP, and WDP analyses on a single observed execution. The implementation
of HB, WCP, and DC analyses are taken from the Vindicator implementation, and implementation
of SDP and WDP analyses follows Algorithms 1 and 2. For thread fork and join (including im-
plicitly forked threads [Roemer et al. 2018]) and static class initializer edges [Lindholm and Yellin
1999], each analysis adds appropriate ordering between the two synchronizing events. The analy-
ses treat calls to m.wait() as a release of m followed by an acquire of m. The analyses instrument
volatile variable accesses as atomic accesses as described in Section 5. The analyses can in the-
ory handle lock-free data structures, such as data structures in java.util.concurrent, by handling
atomic operations as in Section 5. However, RoadRunner instruments only application code, not
Java library code, and it does not intercept underlying atomic operations (e.g., by instrumenting
calls to atomic sun.misc.Unsafe methods). The analyses may thus miss some synchronization in
the evaluated programs.
The analyses can determine that some observed events are “redundant” and cannot affect the
analysis results. For a read or write event, if the same thread has performed a read or write, respec-
tively, to the same variable without an intervening synchronization operation, then the access is
redundant. For a branch event, if the same thread has not performed a read event since the last
branch event, then the branch is redundant (since our implementation assumes that a branch is
dependent on all prior reads). The implementation “fast path” detects and filters redundant events,
and does not perform analysis for them.
The implementation is naturally parallel because application threads running in parallel perform
analysis. The implementation uses fine-grained synchronization on metadata to ensure atomicity
of the analysis for an event. For WDP analysis, to obtain an approximation of <tr (needed by
vindication; see line 42 of Algorithm 4 in Appendix B), the implementation assigns each event
5https://github.com/PLaSSticity/Vindicator
6https://github.com/stephenfreund/RoadRunner/releases/tag/v0.5
7https://github.com/PLaSSticity/SDP-WDP-implementation
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node in the constraint graph a Lamport timestamp [Lamport 1978] that respects HB order: e ≺HB
e ′ =⇒ ts(e) < ts(e ′).
Handling races. To keep finding real races after the first detected race, whenever an analysis
detects a race, it updates vector clocks (andWDP’s constraint graph) so that the execution so far is
race free. SDP and WDP analyses treat racing accesses as though minimal critical sections on the
same lock protected them, as described in Section 5. HB, WCP, and DC analyses handle detected
races by adding ordering between all accesses.
If an analysis detects multiple races involving the current access, it reports only one of the races
but adds ordering to eliminate all of the races.
Vindication. WDP analysis constructs a constraint graph representing the observed execution’s
WDP ordering. When the execution completes, the implementation calls VindicateWDPRace on
a configurable subset of the WDP-races, e.g., each WDP-race that is not also a SDP-race.
7.2 Methodology
The experiments execute large, real Java programs harnessed as the DaCapo benchmarks [Black-
burn et al. 2006], version 9.12-bach. We use a version of the DaCapo programs that the RoadRun-
ner authors have modified to work with RoadRunner;8 the resulting workloads are approximately
equal to DaCapo’s default workload. The experiments exclude DaCapo programs eclipse, trade-
beans, and tradesoap, which the RoadRunner authors have not modified to run with RoadRunner;
jython, which failed to runwith RoadRunner in our environment; and the single-threaded program
fop.
The experiments execute on a quiet Intel Xeon E5-4620 with four 8-core processors with hyper-
threading disabled and 256 GB of main memory, running Linux 3.10.0. We execute RoadRunner
with the HotSpot 1.8.0 JVM and set the maximum heap size to 245 GB.
We run various combinations of the analyses to collect race results and statistics and measure
performance. To account for run-to-run variation, each reported result is the mean of five trials.
Each WDP-race in an execution is a dynamic WDP-race (similarly for SDP-, DC-, WCP-, and
HB-races). Among dynamic WDP-races, some may be detected at the same static accesses. If two
dynamic WDP-races have the same two static source location regardless of order, then they are
the same static WDP-race (similarly for SDP-, DC-, WCP-, and HB-races).
7.3 Dynamic Characteristics
Table 4 shows properties of the analyzed programs. The #Thr column reports total threads created
by an execution and, in parentheses, threads active at termination. The rest of the columns count
events from WDP analysis; other analyses are similar but exclude branch events. Total events are
all executed events instrumented by the analysis.
Analyzed events are the events not filtered by the fast path that detects redundant events. The
rest of the columns show the breakdown of analyzed events by event type. The percentages do not
add up to 100% because they do not include other events (e.g., fork, join, wait, volatile access, and
static class initializer events), which are always less than 1% of analyzed events. Unsurprisingly,
most analyzed events are memory accesses or branches.
7.4 Race Detection Effectiveness
Table 5 reports detected races for two different experiments that each run a combination of anal-
yses on the same executions. Table 5(a)’s results are from an experiment that runs HB, WCP, and
8https://github.com/stephenfreund/RoadRunner/releases/tag/v0.5
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Total Analyzed events
#Thr events All (acq/rel wr rd br )
avrora 7 (7) 2,400 M 260 M ( 1.2% 17.7% 42.2% 38.4% )
batik 7 (7) 490 M 17 M ( 0.6% 26.3% 38.4% 34.0% )
h2 34 (33) 9,368 M 768 M ( 0.5% 17.1% 43.1% 39.1% )
luindex 3 (3) 910 M 72 M ( 0.6% 20.1% 42.4% 36.9% )
lusearch 34 (34) 2,746 M 301 M ( 0.9% 19.5% 43.6% 35.6% )
pmd 33 (33) 403 M 41 M ( < 0.1% 28.5% 37.3% 34.2% )
sunflow 65 (33) 14,452 M 887 M ( < 0.1% 44.7% 41.4% 13.8% )
tomcat 106 (67) 113 M 29 M ( 2.8% 18.7% 42.1% 36.1% )
xalan 33 (33) 1,306 M 436 M ( 2.1% 12.0% 48.8% 37.1% )
Table 4. Dynamic characteristics of the analyzed programs. Event counts (shown in millions) and percent-
ages are collected from WDP analysis; other analyses do not analyze branch events.
Program HB-races WCP-races SDP-races
avrora 5 (205K) 5 (206K) 5 (206K)
batik 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
h2 9 (52K) 9 (52K) 9 (53K)
luindex 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1)
lusearch 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
pmd 6 (351) 6 (354) 8 (562)
sunflow 2 (19) 2 (25) 2 (25)
tomcat 85 (34K) 86 (34K) 91 (38K)
xalan 6 (203) 21 (520K) 52 (2.2M)
(a) HB, WCP, and SDP analyses on the same execu-
tions.
Program DC-races WDP-races
avrora 5 (203K) 5 (406K)
batik 0 (0) 0 (0)
h2 11 (54K) 12 (63K)
luindex 1 (1) 1 (1)
lusearch 0 (0) 1 (30)
pmd 9 (2K) 10 (3K)
sunflow 2 (49) 2 (100)
tomcat 94 (36K) 284 (125K)
xalan 17 (649K) 170 (15M)
(b) DC and WDP analyses on the same
executions.
Table 5. Static and dynamic (in parentheses) race counts from two different experiments.
SDP analyses together on the same executions, to compare these analyses’ race detection capabil-
ities directly. Likewise, a separate experiment runs DC and WDP analyses together on the same
executions to make them directly comparable, resulting in Table 5(b)’s results.
For each race count, the first value is static races, followed by dynamic races in parentheses. For
example, on average over the five trials, the analysis detects about 406,000 WDP-races for avrora,
which each correspond to one of 5 different unordered pairs of static program locations.
Table 5(a) shows that SDP analysis finds significantly more races than not only HB analysis
but also WCP analysis—the state of the art in unbounded sound predictive race detection [Flana-
gan and Freund 2017; Kini et al. 2017]. These additional races are due to SDP incorporating data
dependence more precisely than WCP by not ordering write–write conflicting critical sections,
essentially permitting predictable traces that swap writes without changing a causal read’s last
writer.
Likewise, Table 5(b) shows thatWDP analysis finds more races than DC analysis, the state of the
art in high-coverage unbounded predictive race detection [Roemer et al. 2018]. These additional
races result fromWDP being more precise with respect to both data and control dependence than
DC, and in fact being complete.
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Program SDP-races WDP-races WDP-only → Verified
avrora 5 (202K) 5 (407K) 0 →
batik 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 →
h2 12 (53K) 13 (63K) 1 → 0
luindex 1 (1) 1 (1) 0 →
lusearch 0 (0) 1 (30) 1 → 0
pmd 9 (456) 10 (3K) 1 → 1
sunflow 2 (32) 2 (100) 0 →
tomcat 98 (37K) 334 (128K) 236 → 60
xalan 31 (1.7M) 170 (15M) 139 → 137
Table 6. Static and dynamic (in parentheses) race counts from an experiment running SDP and WDP analy-
ses together and vindicating dynamic instances of static WDP-only races. TheWDP-only→ Verified column
reports static WDP-only races, followed by how many static WDP-only races were verified as predictable
races by VindicateWDPRace.
Mean ± Stdev Max
pmd 24,200 ± 14,100 40,294
tomcat 4,830,000 ± 5,540,000 28,734,020
xalan 52,100 ± 90,500 751,701
Table 7. Characteristics of the distribution of event distances ofWDP-only races that are verified predictable
races. The table rounds the mean and standard deviation to three significant digits.
The counts of HB-, WCP-, and DC-races we report here are significantly different from those
reported by the Vindicator paper [Roemer et al. 2018]. (While the counts are not directly com-
parable, both papers show similar trends between relations.) The most significant cause of this
effect is that RoadRunner stops tracking a field after the field has 100 races, a behavior that Vin-
dicator used but that we disabled for these results to avoid artificially underreporting race counts.
Furthermore, our analyses do not use a Vindicator optimization that merges events, reducing the
number of races reported when there are multiple races between synchronization-free regions. We
disabled this optimization because WDP analysis must track variable access information for each
event, negating the advantages of this optimization. Another difference is that the Vindicator ex-
periments spawned fewer threads for some benchmarks by setting the number of available cores
to 8.
Table 6 reports results from an experiment that runs SDP and WDP analyses together and then
performs VindicateWDPRace on WDP-only races, which are WDP-races that are not also SDP-
races. The SDP-races and WDP-races columns report static and dynamic races, as in Table 5. The
WDP-only column is static WDP-only races, which are static WDP-races that have no dynamic in-
stances that are SDP-races. The last column,WDP-only→ Verified, reports how many static WDP-
only races are detected and how many are successfully vindicated as true races by Vindicate-
WDPRace. In this experiment, the implementation tries to vindicate up to 10 dynamic instances
of each static WDP-only race. The implementation first attempts to vindicate the five earliest dy-
namic instances of a static WDP-only race, then five random dynamic instances, stopping as soon
as it verifies any dynamic instance of the static race.
Around half of the static WDP-only races are verified predictable races: out of 378 static WDP-
only races on average, 198 are verified predictable races. As Section 7.5 shows, it can take a few
minutes for VindicateWDPRace to check a WDP-race. Given the difficulty and importance of
detecting unknown, hard-to-expose data races in mature software—and the amount of time devel-
opers currently spend on testing and debugging—the time for VindicateWDPRace is reasonable.
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Instr. only Analyses w/o constraint graph SDP+WDP+graph
Base w/o br w/ br WCP SDP SDP+DC SDP+WDP Slowdown Failed Verified
avrora 6.0 s 2.7× 3.4× 21× 23× 32× 38× 50× - -
batik 4.2 s 3.2× 4.4× 14× 14× 16× 22× 25× - -
h2 9.0 s 6.7× 9.4× 125× 135× 213× 208× 241× 386 s -
luindex 1.6 s 5.0× 9.5× 66× 69× 82× 100× 120× - -
lusearch 4.1 s 3.8× 4.5× 17× 17× 21× 23× 32× < 0.1 s -
pmd 3.0 s 6.4× 8.7× 21× 22× 23× 27× 29× - 0.9 s
sunflow 2.8 s 8.6× 12× 104× 106× 116× 124× 189× - -
tomcat 1.9 s 5.1× 5.4× 23× 22× 37× 40× 43× 1.8 s 49 s
xalan 5.5 s 2.4× 3.0× 34× 35× 51× 66× 113× 29 s 0.2 s
Table 8. Slowdowns of program instrumentation and various analyses over uninstrumented execution, and
the average time taken to vindicate WDP-only races.
We confirmed that in all of the experiments, SDP analysis detected every race detected by WCP
analysis, and WDP analysis detected every race detected by DC or SDP analysis.
Race characteristics. SMT-solver-based predictive race detectors can be as precise as SDP and
WDP analyses, but cannot scale to unbounded program executions [Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al.
2014; Huang and Rajagopalan 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Said et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al. 2013] (Section 8).
These approaches typically analyze bounded windows of an execution trace, missing races involv-
ing “far apart” events. We can estimate whether SMT-based approaches would miss a predictable
race by computing the race’s event distance, which is the number of events in the execution trace
between the race’s two events. Since our implementation does not compute a total order of events,
it approximates event distance using Lamport timestamps: event distance is the number of events
e such that ts(e1) < ts(e) < ts(e2).
Table 7 reports the distribution of event distances between accesses in each successfully vindi-
catedWDP-only race (i.e., the last column of Table 6). The average distance and standard deviation
are across all trials. The last column reports the greatest distance found among all trials.
7.5 Performance
Table 8 reports the run-time performance of various combinations of analyses. Base is native exe-
cution time without any instrumentation. Other columns (excluding Failed and Verified) are slow-
downs relative to Base.
The Instr. only columns are RoadRunner configurations that instrument events (excluding or
including branches) but perform no analysis in the instrumentation.
The Analyses w/o constraint graph show configurations that do not construct a constraint graph.
Only configurations includingWDP analysis instrument branch events. TheWCP and SDP columns
show the slowdowns from running the WCP and SDP analyses independently; the performance
difference between them is modest, suggesting that there is no significant performance penalty
from using SDP analysis over WCP analysis. (SDP’s performance improvement over WCP for h2
is not statistically significant, according to confidence intervals in Table 13 in Appendix C.)
SDP+DC represents performing SDP and DC analyses together. We run DC analysis with SDP
analysis to minimize DC-races that need vindication. (Vindicator combined DC analysis withWCP
analysis for this purpose [Roemer et al. 2018], but SDP analysis is more powerful.)
SDP+WDP+graph represents the canonical use case for WDP analysis. This configuration per-
forms SDP and WDP analyses and constructs the constraint graph to enable vindication. It uses
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SDP to reduce how many WDP-races need vindication. For comparison purposes, SDP+WDP for-
goes constructing the constraint graph, showing the cost of constructing the graph, which we
have not optimized. SDP+WDP is slower than SDP+DC because WDP analysis is generally more
complex than DC analysis.
Finally, Failed and Verified are the average times taken for each dynamic race that Vindicate-
WDPRace fails to verify or successfully verifies, respectively. Vindication times vary significantly
across programs; vindication is particularly slow for tomcat because most of its racing accesses
are separated by millions of events (Table 7). Vindication is slow for h2, even though its races are
not far apart, because VindicateWDPRace discovers new critical section constraints that require
analyzing over 500 million events.
7.6 Summary and Discussion
Our SDP- and WDP-based approaches are slower than other predictive approaches, but they find
more races, some of which are millions of events apart. SMT-based approaches would not be able
to find these far-apart races because they cannot scale past analyzing bounded windows of exe-
cutions [Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2014; Huang and Rajagopalan 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Said
et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al. 2013] (Section 8). Notably, RVPredict, which (like WDP) incorporates
precise control and data dependence, uses an analysis window of 10,000 events [Huang et al. 2014],
meaning it would miss many of the predictable races detected and verified by our approach.
Our evaluation demonstrates the power of SDP andWDP analyses to find more races than prior
approaches in a single execution. A potential limitation of the evaluation is that it does not compare
our analyses with approaches that perform HB analysis on multiple executions (e.g., using one of
the many schedule exploration approaches; Section 8). Our work’s aim is to push the limit on what
can be found in a single execution, which is essentially complementary to approaches that explore
multiple schedules. No other known sound technique could have predicted all of these races from
the observed executions.
8 RELATEDWORK
This section describes and compares with prior work, starting with the most closely related work.
Unbounded predictive analysis. Prior work introduces unbounded predictive analyses, weak-
causally-precedes (WCP) and doesn’t-commute (DC) analyses [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018],
which Sections 2 and 7 covered and evaluated in detail. SDP andWDP analyses predict more races
in real programs than WCP and DC analyses, respectively (Section 7).
The WCP relation is weaker (i.e., detects more races) than Smaragdakis et al.’s earlier causally-
precedes (CP) relation [Smaragdakis et al. 2012]. Smaragdakis et al.’s implementation detects races
within bounded windows of 500 events because of the difficulty of developing an efficient un-
bounded analysis for CP [Roemer and Bond 2019; Smaragdakis et al. 2012].
Recent work introduces the afterward-confirm (AC) relation and an approach called DigHR for
computing AC [Luo et al. 2018]. AC is the same as CP except that it removes write–write con-
flicting critical section ordering. Despite this similarity with our work, the contributions differ sig-
nificantly, and the DigHR work has major correctness issues. Foremost, the DigHR paper claims
incorrectly that AC is sound. AC is, to the best of our understanding, unsound: its removal of
write–write ordering leads to detecting false races, including for the execution in Figure 3(c) (with
the br event omitted; DigHR’s event model does not include branches). The DigHR paper provides
a soundness proof, which we believe is incorrect as a result of informality leading to not covering
cases such as Figure 3(c). In contrast with DigHR, our work introduces a sound relaxation of WCP
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(SDP). Additionally, our work introduces a complete relation (WDP), handles control dependen-
cies (br events), and presents linear-time analyses for SDP and WDP (DigHR is superlinear, like
existing CP analyses [Roemer and Bond 2019; Smaragdakis et al. 2012]).
Concurrentlywith ourwork, Pavlogiannis introduces a predictive race detection approach called
M2 that is related to vindication [Pavlogiannis 2019]. Pavlogiannis uses lockset analysis as an im-
precise filter for potential races checked byM2, while our work introduces linear-timeWDP analy-
sis as a less-imprecise filter for potential races checked by VindicateWDPRace. Although Pavlo-
giannis reports performance that is sometimes competitive with the performance of HB, WCP,
and DC analyses, Pavlogiannis’s implementations of these analyses perform extra passes over
execution traces in addition to the efficient single-pass vector-clock-based analyses from prior
work [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]. It is unclear to us how M2 and VindicateWDPRace
would compare in terms of detection capability (aside from the fact that only VindicateWDPRace
takes branches and control dependence into account). In addition to these differences, our work
incorporates branches and control dependence sensitivity, while Pavlogiannis’s work does not and
thus would miss races such as Figures 1(b) and 5; and our work introduces a sound partial order
and linear-time analysis (SDP and SDP analysis).
Our concurrent work introduces the SmartTrack algorithm, which optimizes the performance of
WCP andDC analyses [Roemer et al. 2019]. SmartTrack’s optimizations apply to analyses that com-
pute predictive relations that order all pairs of conflicting accesses—a property that SDP andWDP
do not conform to. In any case, optimizing WDP analysis would have limited benefit because the
analysis still must construct a constraint graph in order to perform vindication (a necessity consid-
ering that so manyWDP-races fail vindication in practice). The SmartTrack paper also introduces
a new relation weak-doesn’t-commute (WDC) that is a weak variant of DC [Roemer et al. 2019].
Unlike SDP and WDP, WDC does not help find more races than DC, but rather serves to improve
analysis performance.
Bounded predictive approaches. Other approaches predict data races by generating and solving
satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) constraints [Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2014; Huang and Ra-
jagopalan 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Said et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al. 2013]. These SMT-based approaches
cannot analyze long execution traces in reasonable time, because constraints are quadratic or cu-
bic in trace length, and constraint-solving time often grows superlinearly with constraints. These
approaches thus break traces into bounded “windows” of traces (e.g., 500–10,000 events each),
missing predictable races involving accesses that occur further apart in the trace.
One advantage of SMT-based approaches is that they can be both sound and complete (within
a bounded window) by encoding precise constraints. Notably, RVPredict includes branches in its
execution model [Huang et al. 2014]. (RVPredict also incorporates values into its event model, so a
read in a predictable trace can have a different last writer as long as it writes the same value [Huang
et al. 2014].) RVPredict is thus complete by Section 2.3’s definition, except that it is practically
limited to bounded windows of execution. WDP analysis, on the other hand, is complete without
the windowing limitation, but VindicateWDPRace is not guaranteed to vindicate a WDP-race
even when a predictable race exists.
Schedule exploration. In contrast to predictive analysis, schedule exploration approaches execute
the program multiple times to explore more program behaviors [Burckhardt et al. 2010; Cai and
Cao 2015; Eslamimehr and Palsberg 2014; Henzinger et al. 2004; Huang 2015; Huang and Huang
2017; Musuvathi and Qadeer 2007; Sen 2008]. These approaches may be systematic (often called
model checking) or be based on randomness or heuristics. Schedule exploration is complementary
to predictive analysis, which aims to glean as much as possible from a given execution. Maximal
causality reduction (MCR) combines schedule exploration with predictive analysis [Huang 2015;
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Huang and Huang 2017]. MCR-S incorporates static control flow information to reduce the com-
plexity of MCR’s generated SMT constraints [Huang and Huang 2017].
Other analyses. Widely used data race detectors typically use dynamic happens-before (HB) anal-
ysis [Elmas et al. 2007; Flanagan and Freund 2009; Intel Corporation 2016; Lamport 1978; Poznian-
sky and Schuster 2007; Serebryany and Iskhodzhanov 2009; Serebryany et al. 2012]. HB analysis
cannot predict races involving reordered critical sections on the same lock. The detected races
thus depend heavily on the scheduling of the analyzed program. Other analyses find a subset of
HB-races by detecting simultaneously executing conflicting accesses or regions [Biswas et al. 2017,
2015; Effinger-Dean et al. 2012; Erickson et al. 2010; Sen 2008; Veeraraghavan et al. 2011].
Lockset analysis checks a locking discipline, ensuring that all pairs of conflicting accesses hold
some common lock [Choi et al. 2002;Nishiyama 2004; Savage et al. 1997; von Praun andGross 2001].
Lockset analysis is predictive but unsound, reporting false races for synchronization patterns other
than the locking discipline. Hybrid lockset–HB analyses generally incur disadvantages of one or
both kinds of analysis [Dinning and Schonberg 1991; O’Callahan and Choi 2003; Pozniansky and
Schuster 2007; Yu et al. 2005].
Sampling-based analysis trades coverage for performance (opposite of predictive analysis) in
order to detect data races in production [Biswas et al. 2017; Bond et al. 2010; Erickson et al. 2010;
Kasikci et al. 2013; Marino et al. 2009; Sheng et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2017]. Custom hardware
support can detect data races with low performance cost but has not been implemented [Devietti
et al. 2012; Lucia et al. 2010; Marino et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2017; Segulja and Abdelrahman 2015;
Singh et al. 2011; Wood et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2007].
Dynamic analysis can estimate the likely harm of a data race [Boehm 2011; Burnim et al. 2011;
Cao et al. 2016; Flanagan and Freund 2010a; Kasikci et al. 2015; Narayanasamy et al. 2007], which is
orthogonal to detection. All data races are erroneous under language memory models that ascribe
them undefined semantics [Adve and Boehm 2010; Boehm 2012; Boehm and Adve 2008, 2012;
Boehm and Demsky 2014; Manson et al. 2005; Ševčík and Aspinall 2008]. Java’s memory model
defines weak semantics for data races [Manson et al. 2005], but inadvertently prohibits common
JVM optimizations [Boehm and Demsky 2014; Ševčík and Aspinall 2008].
Static program analysis can detect all races across all feasible executions of a program [Engler
and Ashcraft 2003; Naik and Aiken 2007; Naik et al. 2006; Pratikakis et al. 2006; von Praun and
Gross 2003; Voung et al. 2007], but it reports thousands of false races for real programs [Biswas
et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2012].
Avoiding or tolerating data races. New languages and type systems can ensure data race freedom,
but require significant programmer effort [Abadi et al. 2006; Bocchino et al. 2009; Boyapati et al.
2002; Flanagan and Freund 2007; Matsakis and Klock 2014; Rinard and Lam 1998]. Compilers and
hardware can provide well-defined semantics for data races, but incur high run-time costs or hard-
ware complexity [Ahn et al. 2009; Lucia et al. 2010; Marino et al. 2010, 2011; Ouyang et al. 2013;
Segulja and Abdelrahman 2015; Sengupta et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2011, 2012; Sura et al. 2005].
9 CONCLUSION
SDP and WDP analyses improve over existing predictive analyses by incorporating precise no-
tions of data and control dependence, finding more races both in theory and in practice while
retaining linear (in trace length) run time and thus unbounded analysis. SDP analysis maintains
WCP analysis’s soundness while increasing race coverage. WDP analysis finds all data races that
can be predicted from an observed execution; not all WDP-races are predictable races, but Vindi-
cateWDPRace can efficiently filter false races. Experiments show that our new approaches find
many predictable races in real programs that prior approaches are unable to find. These properties
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and results suggest that our contributions advance the state of the art in predictive race detection
analysis.
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A PROOF OF WDP COMPLETENESS HELPER LEMMA
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We proceed by induction on the WDP-distance of two events, d(e, e′), de-
fined as follows (the WDP properties refer to Table 2):
d(e, e′) = min


0 if e ≺WDP e ′ by WDP conflicting critical section ordering
1 + d(A(e), e′) if e ≺WDP e ′ by “acq(m) ≺WDP rel(m) =⇒ rel(m) ≺WDP rel(m)”
0 if e ≺WDP e ′ by PO
1 +mine ′′(d(e, e′′) + d(e′′, e′))
if ∃e ′′ : e ≺WDP e ′′ ∧ e ′′ ≺WDP e ′ by WDP transitivity
∞ otherwise
Base case. Let e1 and e2 be events in a trace tr such that d(e1, e2) = 0 and e1 ≺WDP e2. Since
d(e1, e2) = 0, e1 and e2 are ordered directly, using PO orWDP’s conflicting critical section ordering:
If e1 ≺WDP e2 by PO, then e1 ≺PO e2. Let tr ′ be a predictable trace of tr in which e2 <tr′ e1 or
e2 ∈ tr
′ ∧ e1 < tr
′, either of which violates the PO rule of a predictable traces.
If e1 ≺WDP e2 by WDP’s conflicting critical section ordering, then e1 is a release event, e2 is a
branch event, there exists a release event r2 over the same lock as e1, and there exists write event e
and read event e ′ such that e ∈ CS(e1), e ′ ∈ CS(r2), e ≍ e ′, lastwr tr (e ′) = e , and brDepsOn(e2, e ′). Let
tr ′ be a predictable trace of tr where e2 <tr′ e1 or e2 ∈ tr ′ ∧ e1 < tr ′. Then in either case, r2 <tr′ a
or r2 ∈ tr ′ ∧ a < tr ′, where a is the matching acquire of e1; otherwise tr ′ would be an invalid
predictable trace due to the LS rule of predictable traces. As a result, e ′ <tr′ e or e ′ ∈ tr ′ ∧ e < tr ′,
which means lastwr tr′(e ′) , lastwr tr (e ′). Furthermore, e ′ is a causal read in tr ′ as brDepsOn(e2, e ′)
and e2 ∈ tr ′. As a result, tr ′ violates the LW rule of predictable traces.
Inductive step. Given some k > 0, suppose that the lemma statement holds for d(e1, e2) < k
(induction hypothesis).
Let e1 and e2 be events in a trace tr such that d(e1, e2) = k and e1 ≺WDP e2. Since d(e1, e2) > 0,
e1 and e2 are ordered indirectly, using WDP transitivity or “acq(m) ≺WDP rel(m) =⇒ rel(m) ≺WDP
rel(m)”:
If e1 ≺WDP e2 by WDP transitivity, then there must be an event e such that e1 ≺WDP e ∧ e ≺WDP e2
and d(e1, e2) = 1 + d(e1, e) + d(e, e2). Let tr ′ be a predictable trace of tr in which e2 <tr′ e1 or
e2 ∈ tr
′∧e1 < tr
′. Then either e <tr′ e1, e2 <tr′ e , e2 ∈ tr ′∧e < tr ′, or e ∈ tr ′∧e1 < tr ′. Any of these
possibilities makes tr ′ an invalid predictable trace of tr according to the induction hypothesis on
e1 ≺WDP e and e ≺WDP e2.
If e1 ≺WDP e2 by “acq(m) ≺WDP rel(m) =⇒ rel(m) ≺WDP rel(m)”, then there exist acquire events
a1 and a2 on the same lock such that e1 and e2 are their corresponding releases, a1 ≺WDP e2, and
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d(e1, e2) = 1 + d(A(e), e′). Let tr ′ be a predictable trace of tr where e2 <tr′ e1 or e2 ∈ tr ′ ∧ e1 < tr ′.
Then because of the LS rule of predictable traces, either e2 <tr′ a1 or e2 ∈ tr ′ ∧ a1 < tr ′. Either of
these possibilities makes tr ′ invalid predictable trace of tr according to the induction hypothesis
on a1 ≺WDP e2. 
B VINDICATINGWDP-RACES
WDP analysis is unsound: not every WDP-race indicates a true predictable race (Section 4). While
WDP-races often indicate true predictable races in practice, true and false races alike take hours
or days for programmers to understand and fix [Bessey et al. 2010; Flanagan and Freund 2009;
Godefroid and Nagappan 2008; Marino et al. 2009; Narayanasamy et al. 2007]. We thus introduce
an algorithm called VindicateWDPRace that determines whether aWDP-race is a true predictable
race. As shown in Algorithm 4, VindicateWDPRace takes as input a single WDP-race and a
constraint graph corresponding to the execution trace with WDP ordering, and either returns a
valid reordering exposing a predictable race, or reports failure.
VindicateWDPRace extends prior work’s algorithm for vindicating DC-races [Roemer et al.
2018], referred to here as VindicateDCRace. The main challenge in developing VindicateWDP-
Race is that unlike DC,WDP does not in general order a read after its last writer, since only causal
reads in a predictable trace tr ′ need to be ordered after their last writers from tr . VindicateWDP-
Race thus computes reads that must be causal reads in tr ′, both when computing constraints and
when constructing the reordered trace tr ′.
The rest of this section first defines the constraint graph and then explains VindicateWDPRace
and its component procedures.
B.1 Constraint Graph
The constraint graph, G , is a directed graph in which the nodes are the events in tr and the edges
represent reordering constraints on events in any reordered trace tr ′. Notationally, we represent
G as a set of edges, e.g., (e, e ′) ∈ G .
We use the notation e {G e ′ to indicate that e ′ is reachable from e in G:
e {G e
′ ≡ (e, e ′) ∈ G ∨ ∃e ′′ : e {G e
′′ ∧ e ′′ {G e
′
The initial constraint graph is constructed by WDP analysis, which creates a node for each event
and adds edges that correspond to WDP ordering between events. That is, initially the following
property holds:
∀e, e ′ ∈ tr
(
e ≺WDP e
′ ⇐⇒ e {G e
′
)
Figures 2(a), 2(b), 3(a), 3(c), 4(a), and 4(c) (pages 8–9) essentially show initial constraint graphs
for traces that have aWDP-race but no DC-race. The reader should consider only the edges labeled
“WDP” to be part of the constraint graph, ignoring edges labeled “DC” and “SDP.” The arrows in the
figures represent edges corresponding to WDP conflicting critical section ordering.9 The figures
omit showing PO edges that exist between events by the same thread.
B.2 AddConstraints
The initial constraint graph G is insufficiently constrained—a reordered trace that obeys G’s con-
straints will not in general be a valid reordering that exposes a predictable race—both because
WDP is unsound and because G’s constraints do not ensure that a WDP-race’s accesses occur
consecutively.
9These figures do not explicitly depict any “acq(m) ≺WDP rel(m) =⇒ rel(m) ≺WDP rel(m)” edges because all such edges
are already implied by other edges in the examples, e.g., Figure 4(c)’s rel(m) events are already ordered by a conflicting
critical section edge composed with PO.
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Algorithm 4 Check if WDP-race is a true predictable race
An execution trace is an ordered list of events: 〈e, . . . , e ′〉.
The operator ⊕ concatenates two traces.
1: procedure VindicateWDPRace(G,e1, e2) ⊲ Inputs: constraint graph and WDP-race events
2: G ← AddConstraints(G, e1, e2)
3: if G = ∅ then return No predictable race
4: else
5: tr ′ ← ConstructReorderedTrace(G, e1, e2)
6: if tr ′ , 〈 〉 then return Predictable race witnessed by tr ′ ⊲ Check for non-empty trace
7: else return Don’t know
8: procedure AddConstraints(G, e1, e2)
9: C ← {(src, e2) : (src, e1) ∈ G} ∪ {(src, e1) : (src, e2) ∈ G} ⊲ Consecutive-event constraints
10: G ← G ∪C
11: do
⊲ Add LW constraints
12: M ← GetCausalReads(G, e1, e2) ⊲ Compute causal reads
13: foreach r ∈ M do
14: letw ← lastwr (r )
15: if w , ∅ thenG ← G ∪ {(w, r )}
⊲ Add LS constraints
16: foreach (src, snk) ∈ C do
17: foreach (a, r ) : a is an acq ∧ r is a rel ∧ a {G src ∧ snk {G r ∧ L(a) = L(r ) do
18: if (A(r ){G e1 ∨A(r ){G e2) ∧ (a {G e1 ∨ a {G e2) then
19: C ← C ∪ {(R(a),A(r ))}
20: G ← G ∪ {(R(a),A(r ))}
21: if ∃e : e {G e ∧ (e {G e1 ∨ e {G e2) then return ∅ ⊲ Cycle detected; no predictable race
22: while G has changed
23: returnG
24: procedure ConstructReorderedTrace(G,e1, e2)
25: do
26: tr ′ ← AttemptToConstructTrace(G, e1, e2)
27: if tr ′ = 〈r 〉 thenG ← G ∪ {(r ,e1)} ⊲ Missing needed release event?
28: while G has changed
29: return tr ′
30: procedure AttemptToConstructTrace(G,e1, e2)
31: R ← {e : e {G e1 ∨ e {G e2} ⊲ Compute reachable events
32: M ← GetCausalReads(G, e1, e2) ⊲ Compute causal reads
33: tr ′ ← 〈e1, e2〉
34: while R \ tr ′ , ∅ do
35: next ← {e ∈ R \ tr ′ : (∄e ′ : (e, e ′) ∈ G ∧ e ′ ∈ R \ tr ′)}
36: legal ← {e ∈ next : (〈e〉 ⊕ tr ′ satisfies LS) ∧ (〈e〉 ⊕ tr ′ satisfies LW according toM)}
37: if legal = ∅ then
38: if ∃r : (∃e ∈ next : e ∈ CS(r ) ∧ r < R ∧ 〈r 〉 ⊕ tr ′ satisfies LS) then
39: return 〈r 〉 ⊲ Return missing release
40: return 〈 〉 ⊲ Failed to construct trace
41: else
42: let e ∈ legal s.t. ∄e ′ ∈ legal : e <tr e ′ ⊲ Select latest legal event in tr order
43: tr ′ ← 〈e〉 ⊕ tr ′ ⊲ Prepend event to trace
44: return tr ′ ⊲ Return valid reordering
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VindicateWDPRacefirst callsAddConstraints (at line 2 inAlgorithm4),which adds necessary
constraints for a valid reordering exposing a predictable race: constraints that (1) force the input
WDP-race’s accesses to be consecutive (to satisfy the definition of predictable race), (2) order some
causal events (to satisfy the LW rule of valid reordering), and (3) order some critical sections (to
satisfy the LS rule of valid reordering).
B.2.1 Consecutive-event constraints. For an input WDP-race pair e1 and e2 to be a predictable
race, e1 and e2 must be consecutive in a valid reordering. To force this ordering, every event or-
dered before e1 or e2 must be ordered before both e1 and e2. Lines 9 and 10 of Algorithm 4 add
consecutive-event constraints to G . For every immediate predecessor event src of e1 or e2 in G ,
AddConstraints adds a constraint from src to e2 or e1, respectively.
Figures 8(a) and 9(a) show constraint graphs after adding consecutive-event constraints (dashed
lines). Note that edges from e2 to e1’s predecessor typically point backward relative to <tr order.
AddConstraints adds the new constraint edges not only to G but also to a new set C whose
edges are the starting point for discovering ordering constraints on critical sections (described
later).
B.2.2 Last-writer constraints. After adding consecutive-event constraints,AddConstraints iden-
tifies and adds ordering constraints for causal reads, called last-writer (LW) constraints (lines 12–15
in Algorithm 4). These constraints have the following form: if a read event e may affect the out-
come of some branch that must be in any valid reordering (i.e., a branch ordered inG before e1 or
e2), then the last writer of e , if any, must be ordered to the read in any valid reordering.
These read events are exactly the set of causal reads (Definition 2.2).AddConstraints identifies
the causal reads by calling a procedure GetCausalReads at line 12. GetCausalReads (definition
not shown) performs a backward traversal of G starting from e1 and e2 to identify reads that are
causal events according to the recursive definition of causal events. This traversal includes not
only constraint edges in G but also includes traversing backward from any causal read to its last
writer (if any), as computed by WDP analysis. Note that edges between a causal read and its last
writer do not in general exist in G (intuitively, WDP analysis cannot know which reads must be
causal reads in valid reorderings for a particular WDP-race).
After identifying causal reads, AddConstraints adds edges between each causal read and its
last writer, if any, at lines 13–15. These LW constraints are necessary constraints on a valid re-
ordering; we find that these constraints are useful for identifying false races during AddCon-
straints (instead of during ConstructReorderedTrace; Section B.3) and for constraining re-
ordering enough during ConstructReorderedTrace so that true races can be successfully vindi-
cated. On the other hand, LW constraints are insufficient to ensure the LW rule of valid reordering:
Enforcing merely that each read’s last writer precede it does not ensure preservation of each read’s
last writer.AddConstraints could potentially add more constraints, but we have found the added
LW constraints to be sufficient in practice for identifying false races during AddConstraints and
for enabling ConstructReorderedTrace to vindicate true races.
Figure 8(b) shows the constraint graph from Figure 8(a) after adding the sole LW edge (solid
arrow labeled LW ). The rd(x) is a causal read (since it can affect the br event, which must be in a
valid reordering since br {G rd(y)), so AddConstraints adds an edge to the read from its last
writer, wr(x)T2 (i.e., the wr(x) executed by Thread 2).
Likewise, Figure 9(b) shows the constraint graph from Figure 9(a) after adding LW edges (solid
arrows labeled LW ). However, AddConstraints does not actually add these edges until after it
has added LS edges (dotted arrows): Thread 3’s br event does not reach wr(x) or rd(x) without the
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er adding LS constraints
Fig. 8. Constraint graph aer successive steps of AddConstraints for WDP-race on y, for an example exe-
cution. The WDP-race events are in bold.
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Fig. 9. Constraint graph aer successive steps of AddConstraints for the WDP-race on x, for an example
execution. The WDP-race events are in bold. The execution has a WDP-race (wr(y) ⊀WDP rd(y)) but no
predictable race. sync(o) is an abbreviation for the sequence acq(o); rd(oVar); br; wr(oVar); rel(o).
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LS edges. AddConstraints adds LW and LS constraints iteratively until convergence (lines 11–
22). After adding the shown LS constraints (explained below), the next loop iteration of AddCon-
straints detects that br {G wr(x) and thus that rd(y) and rd(z) are causal reads, and it adds the
shown LW constraints.
B.2.3 Lock-semantics constraints. AddConstraints also identifies and adds necessary ordering
constraints on critical sections, called lock-semantics (LS) constraints (lines 16–20 in Algorithm 4).
These constraints have the following form: if two critical sections on the same lock are ordered
in G , at least in part, and both critical sections are ordered in G , at least in part, before e1 or e2,
then the critical sections must be fully ordered in any valid reordering. (The helper function L(e)
returns m if e is an acq(m) or rel(m).)
Figure 8(c) shows the constraint graph from Figure 8(b) after adding LS constraints (dotted
arrows). The algorithm detects that acq(m)T3 {G rel(m)
T1 and that both critical sections reach
at least one access to y, so it adds an edge from rel(m)T3 to acq(m)T1. After the first iteration of its
do–while loop, AddConstraints finds no new LW or LS edges to add (convergence).
Figure 9(b) shows the constraint graph from Figure 9(a) after adding all LS constraints (dotted
arrows) as well as LW constraints. During the first iteration of the loop (lines 11–22), AddCon-
straints detects that acq(p)T5 {G rel(p)
T1 and acq(n)T4 {G rel(n)
T2 and that both pairs of critical
sections reach at least one access to x, so it adds edges from rel(p)T5 to acq(p)T1 and from rel(n)T4
to acq(n)T2. During the second loop iteration, because of the added edge from rel(n)T4 to acq(n)T2,
AddConstraints detects the path acq(m)T3 {G rel(m)
T2, and thus adds the edge rel(m)T3 to
acq(m)T2. Finally, in the third loop iteration, as explained above, GetCausalReads identifies rd(y)
and rd(z) as causal events and adds the corresponding LW edges shown in the figure.
B.2.4 Detecting cycles. VindicateWDPRace will definitely not be able to construct a valid re-
ordering that satisfies G’s constraints if G contains a cycle that reaches e1 or e2. At the end of
each loop iteration, AddConstraints checks for such a cycle at line 21, and returns an empty
constraint graph if it detects a cycle.
Figure 8(c)’s constraint graph is acyclic, and AddConstraints returns the shown constraint
graph. In contrast, Figure 9(b)’s constraint graph contains a cycle that reaches e1 (and e2):wr(x)
T1
{G
rel(p)T5 {G acq(p)
T1
{G wr(x)
T1. AddConstraints detects the cycle and returns ∅, and Vindi-
cateWDPRace reports that no predictable race exists.
B.3 ConstructReorderedTrace
If AddConstraints returns an acyclic constraint graph G , a predictable race does not necessar-
ily exist; and if a predictable race does exist, what is a valid reordering that exposes the race?
VindicateWDPRace addresses both issues by calling ConstructReorderedTrace (at line 5 in
Algorithm 4), which attempts to construct a valid reordering that satisfies G’s constraints.
Construction algorithm. ConstructReorderedTrace callsAttemptToConstructTrace,which
does the work of attempting to construct a valid reordering tr ′ satisfying G’s constraints.
AttemptToConstructTracefirst computes the set of (backward) reachable events R that reach
e1 or e2 (line 31). These events, along with e1 and e2, must be in a valid reordering. The algorithm
then computes the set of causal reads (line 32), using the GetCausalReads procedure described
in Section B.2.2. The causal reads are events that must be in tr ′ and that must each have the same
last writer as in tr .
AttemptToConstructTrace constructs tr ′ in reverse order, starting with e2 and e1, prepending
events to tr ′ until all events in R have been added (lines 33–43). A prepended event must satisfy
the constraints inG (line 35), and must not violate the LW or LS rules of valid reordering (line 36).
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The algorithm omits the detailed logic for checking LW and LS rules; we describe the logic here
briefly. An event in a critical section onm cannot be prepended if m is currently held by a different
thread, and a critical section onm must be prepended in its entirety if tr ′ already contains events
from another critical section onm. For each causal read, the last write must appear in the reordered
trace before the read, and no write to the same variable can interleave the latest write and read. If
a causal read has no last writer in tr , then the read must have no last writer tr ′.
AttemptToConstructTrace is a greedy algorithm: it chooses the latest event in <tr order
among the legal events (line 42). The intuition for choosing the latest event (shared by Vindicate-
DCRace [Roemer et al. 2018]) is that the original order of critical sections and memory accesses
is most likely to avoid failure to produce a valid reordering, especially for events executed before
e1 in the original execution.
Retrying construction. As mentioned above in the context of enforcing the LS rule, if tr ′ already
contains an acq(m) event, then the algorithm cannot prepend an event e ∈ CS(r ), where r is a rel(m)
event, before first prepending r to tr ′. However, r may not be in R. If AttemptToConstructTrace
encounters this case (line 38), it returns themissing event r (line 39).ConstructReorderedTrace
then ensures that r will be part of R (line 27) and again callsAttemptToConstructTrace, which
recomputes R and the set of causal reads. In the worst case, R might be missing release events for
each critical section that contains a thread’s last event in R, bounding the number of times that
ConstructReorderedTrace can retry AttemptToConstructTrace.
AttemptToConstructTrace eventually returns either a valid reordered trace tr ′ that demon-
strates a predictable race (line 44), or it fails if no release events are missing and no legal events
can be added to tr ′, in which case it returns an empty trace (line 40).
Discussion. ConstructReorderedTrace is sound: if it returns a non-empty trace tr ′, then tr ′
is a valid reordering in which e1 and e2 are consecutive.
ConstructReorderedTrace is however incomplete. Because of its greedy algorithm for choos-
ing among legal events to prepend, AttemptToConstructTrace may fail to construct a valid
reordering even when one exists. (If AttemptToConstructTrace backtracked, it would be com-
plete but incur exponential worst-case complexity.) Since ConstructReorderedTrace is incom-
plete, if ConstructReorderedTrace fails to construct a valid reordering, VindicateWDPRace
reports “Don’t know” (line 7). However,ConstructReorderedTracenever reported “Don’t know”
in our experiments (Section 7).
If tr has a predictable deadlock (a deadlock in some valid reordering) but no predictable race,
then no valid reordering exposing a predictable race exists, so VindicateWDPRace will report
either “No race predictable” or “Don’t know.” It might be possible to extend VindicateWDPRace
to check for predictable deadlocks.
B.4 Asymptotic Complexity
As forVindicateDCRace [Roemer et al. 2018],VindicateWDPRace’sworst-case time complexity
is O(N k ), i.e., polynomial in N , the number of events in G . Briefly, every loop iteration count is
bounded by the number ofG’s nodes and edges. The exact degree k of the polynomial depends on
various implementation details. VindicateWDPRace uses Ω(N ) space forG and tr ′.
C RESULTSWITH CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
This section presents Tables 9—14, which show the same results as Section 7, but include 95%
confidence intervals for every result, delimited with a ± sign.
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Program HB-races WCP-races SDP-races
avrora 5 ± 0 (205K ± 645) 5 ± 0 (206K ± 621) 5 ± 0 (206K ± 620)
batik 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0)
h2 9 ± 1 (52K ± 522) 9 ± 1 (52K ± 524) 9 ± 1 (53K ± 474)
luindex 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0)
lusearch 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0)
pmd 6 ± 2 (351 ± 219) 6 ± 2 (354 ± 216) 8 ± 2 (562 ± 216)
sunflow 2 ± 0 (19 ± 1) 2 ± 0 (25 ± 16) 2 ± 0 (25 ± 16)
tomcat 85 ± 4 (34K ± 414) 86 ± 4 (34K ± 414) 91 ± 4 (38K ± 421)
xalan 6 ± 1 (203 ± 24) 21 ± 1 (520K ± 2K) 52 ± 0 (2M ± 8K)
Table 9. Static and dynamic (in parentheses) race counts fromHB,WCP, and SDP analyses running together.
Program DC-races WDP-races
avrora 5 ± 0 (203K ± 673) 5 ± 0 (406K ± 806)
batik 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0)
h2 11 ± 13 (54K ± 1K) 12 ± 13 (63K ± 781)
luindex 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0)
lusearch 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (30 ± 0)
pmd 9 ± 1 (2K ± 191) 10 ± 1 (3K ± 332)
sunflow 2 ± 0 (49 ± 3) 2 ± 0 (100 ± 3)
tomcat 94 ± 4 (36K ± 593) 284 ± 72 (125K ± 5K)
xalan 17 ± 1 (649K ± 940) 170 ± 1 (15M ± 37K)
Table 10. Static and dynamic (in parentheses) race counts from DC and WDP analyses running together.
Program SDP-races WDP-races WDP-only Verified
avrora 5 ± 0 (202K ± 137) 5 ± 0 (407K ± 170) 0 ±
batik 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 0 ±
h2 12 ± 0 (53K ± 433) 13 ± 0 (63K ± 699) 1 ± 0 → 0 ± 0
luindex 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 0 ±
lusearch 0 ± 0 (0 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (30 ± 0) 1 ± 0 → 0 ± 0
pmd 9 ± 1 (456 ± 275) 10 ± 1 (3K ± 795) 1 ± 0 → 1 ± 0
sunflow 2 ± 1 (32 ± 20) 2 ± 1 (100 ± 1) 0 ±
tomcat 98 ± 4 (37K ± 520) 334 ± 36 (128K ± 9K) 236 ± 37 → 60 ± 12
xalan 31 ± 1 (2M ± 7K) 170 ± 1 (15M ± 57K) 139 ± 1 → 137 ± 1
Table 11. Static and dynamic (in parentheses) race counts. The WDP-only→ Verified column reports static
WDP-only races, followed by how many static WDP-only races were verified as predictable races by Vindi-
cateWDPRace.
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Program Base w/o br w/ br
avrora 6.0 s ± 1.6 s 2.7× ± 0.9× 3.4× ± 0.8×
batik 4.2 s ± 0.4 s 3.2× ± 0.5× 4.4× ± 0.9×
h2 9.0 s ± 0.4 s 6.7× ± 4.0× 9.4× ± 3.5×
luindex 1.6 s ± 0.2 s 5.0× ± 0.7× 9.5× ± 1.5×
lusearch 4.1 s ± 0.9 s 3.8× ± 1.3× 4.5× ± 1.2×
pmd 3.0 s ± 0.9 s 6.4× ± 2.1× 8.7× ± 0.9×
sunflow 2.8 s ± 0.6 s 8.6× ± 4.4× 12× ± 7.9×
tomcat 1.9 s ± 0.4 s 5.1× ± 0.7× 5.4× ± 0.9×
xalan 5.5 s ± 1.0 s 2.4× ± 0.4× 3.0× ± 0.8×
Table 12. Slowdowns of program instrumentation over uninstrumented execution.
Program WCP SDP SDP+DC SDP+WDP
avrora 21× ± 4.7× 23× ± 7.9× 32× ± 6.6× 38× ± 9.2×
batik 14× ± 2.3× 14× ± 7.3× 16× ± 6.2× 22× ± 10×
h2 125× ± 204× 135× ± 135× 213× ± 394× 208× ± 197×
luindex 66× ± 22× 69× ± 44× 82× ± 34× 100× ± 68×
lusearch 17× ± 6.9× 17× ± 2.2× 21× ± 2.3× 23× ± 4.8×
pmd 21× ± 1.9× 22× ± 3.5× 23× ± 1.4× 27× ± 5.5×
sunflow 104× ± 15× 106× ± 14× 116× ± 9.0× 124× ± 7.1×
tomcat 23× ± 3.8× 22× ± 3.4× 37× ± 7.3× 40× ± 5.2×
xalan 34× ± 14× 35× ± 11× 51× ± 31× 66× ± 24×
Table 13. Slowdowns of various analyses over uninstrumented execution.
SDP+WDP+graph
Program SDP+WDP Slowdown Failed Verified
avrora 38× ± 9.2× 50× ± 9.1× ± ±
batik 22× ± 10× 25× ± 8.5× ± ±
h2 208× ± 197× 241× ± 433× 386 s ± 108 s ±
luindex 100× ± 68× 120× ± 65× ± ±
lusearch 23× ± 4.8× 32× ± 8.1× < 0.1 s ± < 0.1 s ±
pmd 27× ± 5.5× 29× ± 4.1× ± 0.9 s ± 0.2 s
sunflow 124× ± 7.1× 189× ± 102× ± ±
tomcat 40× ± 5.2× 43× ± 13× 1.8 s ± < 0.1 s 49 s ± 23 s
xalan 66× ± 24× 113× ± 24× 29 s ± 7.8 s 0.2 s ± < 0.1 s
Table 14. Slowdowns of WDP analysis without and with graph generation, and the average time taken to
vindicate WDP-only races.
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